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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS WITH
MRS. EUNICE BURRELL FLEMING

December 14 and 17, 1999
Mount Hope, West Virginia

Interviewers: Rita Wicks-Nelson, Ph.D. and Ancella Radford Bickley, Ed.D.
Transcriptionist: Gina Kehali Kates

AB: Today is December 141\ 1999. Rita Wicks-Nelson and Ancella Bickley are at the home of

Mrs. Eunice Fleming in Mount Hope, West Virginia.
RW-N: Mrs. Fleming, it might be easiest then to start off at the beginning and uh, tell us your full

name and when you were born and where you were born and then we'll go from there.
EF: Okay. My name is Eunice Burrell Fleming.
RW-N: And Eunice is spelled U-n (EF: E) I'm sorry, E (EF: E-u-n-i-c-e) E-u-n-i-c-e. And

your middle and your....
EF: Middle name, I just use my last maiden name.
RW-N: Uh,huh, would you spell that for us?

EF: B-u-r-r-e-1-1 Fleming, F-1-e-m-i-n-g. And I was born October the 4th , 1922. Right on this
spot. (RW-~: Right here) Only it was in an older house.
AB: Right here in Mount Hope?
EF: Right here in Mount Hope. And I've been in Mount Hope all my life.
RW-N: Uh-huh. Okay.
EF: I am the daughter of Alphonza and Margaret Burrell.
AB: Alfonso. And you spell that A-1-p-h-o-n-s-o. (EF: z-a.) Alphonza, z-a. Let me spell it

again now. A-1- (EF: p-h-o-n-z-a) z-a. And Margaret (EF: Mmm-hmm) Burrell. (EF: Burrell)
And where did your parents come from?
EF: Well, my mother came from Southern Pines, North Carolina, and my father from Lynchburg,

Virginia, or Lawyers, that's what they call it. (AB: Say that again.) Came from Lawyers,
Virginia, but I guess it's Lynchburg. It's right up on the hill.
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AB: How do you spell... ?

EF: L-a-w-y-e-r-s.
RW-N: So that's a small area, right outside ofLynchburg.

EF: Small area outside of Lynchburg.
AB: And do you know when your parents came to West Virginia?

EF: No, I don't. I really don't.
RW-N: Do you know how they met?

EF: Well, they met here in Mount Hope. My father came from Virginia and worked in the mines
at Turkey Knob, I suppose that's what you call it.

RW-N: What was that? Turkey (EF: Turkey Knob, West Virginia) uh-huh.

EF: Which is right outside of Mount Hope.
1

RW-N: So they came here separately.

EF: Separately. And uh, I guess they met in the church. Well, I don't know. This church right
here was orig-, is not the original church. It was the First Baptist. . .I think. Because over on
the-, where the filling station is and then they moved here. Well, originally it was in McDonald,
what you call McDonald, which is still a suburb of Mount Hope. And uh ...

RW-N : So they met in the First Baptist church. . . .
EF: In the church, church. Uh-huh.

RW-N: Now your father, did he come to work here?
EF: To work here in the mine.

RW-N: So did he come here as a young man by himself?
EF: I think so. Well, his brother came with him, too . Calvin. He lived in McDonald.
-3-

RW-N: And they came for work.

EF: Carne for work.
RW-N: And do you know why your mother came here?

EF: No, I really don't. I guess ...
RW-N: Did she come, did she come alone or did she come with her parents?

EF: No, she didn't, she uh, my mother had been married to a Hines, because she was originally an
Evans. And she married a Hines. And uh, I don't know whether he died or what. But I don't
know too much about that, their history.
RW-N: So your mother perhaps came as a married woman? (EF: Maybe, I'm ... ) Maybe, you're
not sure about that, right? (EF: Not sure about that) And she was married to a man by the name
of Hines (EF; Married and she had been Hines; she had two children) which is H-e-i-n-z-? (EF:
H-i-n-e-s) Oh, okay. And she had two children by (EF: two children) that marriage. (EF: that
marriage.) And so then they met here. (EF: Yes and they ... ) And your father had not been
married before?

EF: No. And of course, he kept all of them. I never did know that they were step-children until
we were really grown, because they were just part of the family.
AB: So there were uh, those were brothers or girls, boys, or what? The other children.

EF: Annie is a girl and Willie is a boy. They're both deceased.
AB: Annie and Willie. (EF: Willie) And then you were the third child?

EF: No, there was John and another girl that my father had. There were eight of us altogether.
AB: So there were what? Four children by the first marriage and four by the second marriage?

EF: No, two by the first marriage and six by the second marriage.
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AB: And where do you fit in that [inaudible], (EF: okay) were you the younger, uh ... ?
EF: I'm one, two, three, four were ahead of me. (AB: All right.) And uh, then I was.

RW-N: But growing up you did not know about step-, (EF: Did not know that. . .) You were just
siblings, brothers and sisters. Uh-huh. And how many girls were there?
EF: Two ofus. My oldest sister and myself.

RW-N: So there were six boys and two girls?

EF: Two girls. No, three, three, three girls. (RW-N: Uh-huh, okay) And five boys. And
they're all deceased except two brothers--one in Atlanta, Georgia-Wellington; now he's the
youngest.

But he's retired now. (RW-N: Yeah.) And John who lives in DC. He's retired.

And John was-, taught at the Fairmont Heights High School. He graduated from, uh, well, he
started in Blue,;field and he graduated from Hampton University and went to DC and he taught
there at [the] Fairmont Heights High School--brick mason and ceramics until he retired. And uh,
Wimpy, that's a long story. That's my favorite brother. I shouldn't say that, but he is. Uh, he
uh (RW-N: Now this is John you're talking about?) No, I'm talking about Wellington; I call

him Wimpy. (RW-N: Oh, you call... ) [chuckling] We call him Wimpy because, well, he, when
he came with my dad, my dad used to take him to camp when, you know, when he retired he'd
cook for one of the [owners] of a car lot. And they had a camp. And so my brother would go
with him.

And I guess that' s where he learned how to cook. I never did. [chuckling] And so

he, uh, went to West Virginia State.

And he was under Dr. Lewis and Mr. Greer, you know.

And uh, Dr. Lewis said that he was playing the clarinet; he was good, he was very good in band.
And uh, he wrote his doctoral thesis on what he was seeing him do at State.

And then he went

to-, after he graduated fro m State, he went to Salem and taught band, and then he
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went to Blakely, Georgia and taught band. He won a lot of honors. He was very good in band.
nd

Well, anyway, out of state. He went in the Army as a 2 Lieutenant because he was in ROTC.
And he uh, after leaving Blakely he decided to go into business because he likes to do all other
things. So he had Georgia Tech to set him up for business-known as the House Maid of
Georgia. But in the meantime he went in the Army, too. I think he went in the Korean Army.
And he uh, let me see ... after teaching and leaving Blakely he moved to Atlanta so he could set
up his business. But I think his wife couldn't wait until that business-, you know, it takes a couple
of years to put the business on. So then he worked for the City of Atlanta. And now that he's
retired, he's working in his business. (AB: Full time) Full time.
AB: Now you all were growing up at home in Mount Hope (EF: Mount Hope) and there are

eight childreµ in the family. (EF: Yes) Your father's working in the coal mine (EF: Worked in
the coal mine). What about your mother, did she work also?
EF: Oh, yes, she worked, uh, well, now my mother. .. you have to hear me talk about my father
more than my mother because my father [took care ofus]. My mother was sick when I was
coming up. And she had to go back and forth to John Hopkins for treatments on her kidney and
my father just kept us entirely and, you know, raised us, worked in the mines and came home.
Well, before he left [for the mine he] cooked for us, fixed us, washed our clothes, and everything.
And I guess I was his favorite, because I would follow him. [chuckling] I have a little picture in
there at the church showing-, cause he was really a church person. He just brought us up in the
church and he was very strict in that we cannot-, you know, well, we had to go to church on
Sunday. And like the old people say, your ironing board and everything went down on Saturday
night, and you did nothing. Well, my mother did cook. My grandmother wouldn't cook on
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Saturday but my mother would cook and then we had to come downstairs. But even daily, my
father had us to come to the table and eat one meal together. And even ifwe had to go to school
and everything, we always had that evening meal; we had the family [come] around the table.
Then on Sunday morning we had the Sunday breakfast and read the scriptures and everything.
And ifwe did not go to church, we could not go anywhere. And we'd eat dinner together. And a
lot of times, you know, he would feed the pastors that come or even with the little amount of
money that he made, he would take care of them, you know. Or if they had nowhere to go, well,
they [would] eat dinner here. And if they were sick, he would take them in and they would stay
here. But he never neglected his family. We all had to sit down, you know, like some people
have when company's coming, we had to sit down with the company and eat and learn how to eat
and everything like that.
AB: Did your, uh, what education did your father have?

EF: I don't-, they didn' t have (too much]. I think he perhaps went to high school. (AB: Did he
graduate?) No, he didn't graduate. Maybe, I think maybe about an eighth grade education.
AB: What about your mother?

EF: Well, the same way for her; they did not (have much]. But they insisted on their children
getting an education. And two things, they insisted on having a home for their children, which a
lot of people don't have. But they had a home, always they had a home. And my father did extra.
He did farming, you know, on the outside of town; raised hogs and everything. My mother
canned everything down to chicken feet (chuckling]. Really. And about the only thing we had to
buy maybe was the milk or something like that. But they had everything for us here. Pigs, they'd
raise pigs and I remember the huge sweet potatoes that my father made. My mother did-, when
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she was well, she was a short-order cook for the-the hotel's out of business nowMountaineerHotel, and sweet shop, both of them I think. But she was a short-order cook. And I
can remember how, I just wondered how she would cook because I can't cook; she could just
tum over a steak and I guess because they had equipment and it would be well-done and make the
best sweet potato pies. [chuckling] And I remember when I went to New York. Maybe I'm
getting ahead [of the story] but you remember about in, I don't remember whether it was in the
70's that black teachers could not [get a job in summer and were] paid only for nine months. And
then in the summer time we had to go to New York and do housework for [inaudible] and I went
too. I think, when I went to New York and worked as a light housekeeper, I had my two children
with me because I had [gotten a] divorced from my husband, so I took the two children and did
light housekeiping.

RW-N: Was that in New York City?

EF: It was out on the Island; that's where the best jobs were. Now my mother worked in New
York City, but I worked on the Island. [reference to Long Island, NY]

RW-N: Where abouts?

EF: Laurelton. That's on the [Island]. And a lot of teachers worked in New York, and some
worked on various places in the Island. And I don't know where that was, but I remember
working for about three summers.

AB: Did you work for the same family each summer?

EF:I worked for one family 2 summers. And then one summer I went to Connecticut and worked.
AB: How did you get that job? Did you advertise or somebody just told you about a job, or

what?
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EF: Well, usually-you remember. .. oh, what's her name? Robinson. The Robinson woman, she

would take a lot of people or they'd tell you about it. Some people would tell you about it. But
I didn't go through an agency.
RW-N: So it was sort of word of mouth?

EF: Yes. And this was a young woman. She had never [chuckling], never had a maid. They were

Jews, generally. And I worked two, yes, two summers for her. And she kept this little girl,
because they put the fellows in camp. And he was a doctor, Dr. Levine, I remember that name.
And she had never had a maid. So I worked, did the light housekeeping and kept Amy. And she
was wondering how I could do, to keep Amy and there was some really comical things happened,
when you're working, you know, like that.
AB: And your two children were there with you? I mean, they didn't ...

EF: My mother took the girl and I had a lady that was up in New York told me about the job;

they had moved there. She kept the boy. Well then when I got there, maybe after two or three
weeks, they did not want to stay in the places. So this lady went out and bought two more cots,
and I kept the children with me. And I never will forget, because Amy was a little girl and
Michael and Sharon - Michael was rolling in the yard with her. (AB: Michael is your son?) My
son. (AB: And Amy is the little girl of the family you were working for?). The little girl that I
kept. And of course, you know how they think. I didn't tell them I was a teacher. And uh, she
was just amazed, amazed at, you know, how I handled the kids and everything. And so the lady
next door- and it looked as ifl was-, I don't think I was maybe two years older than she was.
And they went somewhere and the little girl got sick and I handled it so well and called the doctor
and everything, and she was amazed and she was telling the lady next door. And she had given
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me a lot of clothes. They think people in West Virginia have nothing. [chuckling] And so they
were [part] owners in Abraham & Strauss Company. [refers to a large department store] And I
remember she brought down about 15 bulky sweaters that fit Michael. So she said, "We'll give
these to the poor." And I said, "They're going to the poor." [laughs] So I gave them [to me] and
I don't think I had to buy any clothes for my children for two years.
AB: Could we go back to Mount Hope and your growing up with your seven brothers and sisters

and your mother and father? Your mother is not well, but when she is well, she works part-time.
And your father's working in the mines, gardening, and what not to make sure that his family has
what they need. Did you children have things that you had to do at home, too? Did you help
with the work?

EF: Oh, yes. -yes, we did. My, my father taught me [everything], because he did little things [odd
[jobs]-1 think that's where my brother got it from-like he would paper for the neighbors and all
that and different kind of things. He taught me how to paper and paint. And of course, we had
the jobs of - my brother had the jobs of feeding the pigs. [chuckling] They hated that. And uh,
particularly in the morning, you know, they had to go feed the pigs ... at the end of town, as you
come in. And when the bus would come along, they would throw the garbage over the hill and
run, because they didn't want the other kids see 'em working. But [I would do] housework, like
we'd do dishes and things like that.
AB: Did any of you have paying jobs (EF: No, no paying) during that period?

EF: No paying jobs.
AB: You just helped out (EF: helped out) And where did you start school?

EF: Started right at Du Bois Elementary. It's on the-well, you might see some evidence [of
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it]-it's on the creek bank, and it was a four-room building. And some of the older teachers - I
think they're all dead-, my teacher, we called her Miss Janey, Miss Janey Richardson, from
Beckley. And she was the primer; well, we called it the primer teachers. And then Miss Ellis; I
remember she was kind of a mean teacher. [chuckling] And uh, Miss, uh, can't remember her
name-I don't think it was Miss Bowles.

AB: Do you remember what year you would have started at Du Bois?
EF: The year I started Du Bois ....

AB: When you went to first grade, was that about 19 ... ?
RW-N: Were you five or six or four or what?
EF: About, maybe six. Because Miss Janey had a daughter that was young, and sometime I
stayed with them. She married Mr. Trent, who was the undertaker, one of the first undertakers in
this area, or second one. And I used to stay at their house, and so we went to school sort of
early.

AB: Mmm-hmm. So this would have been about 1928 when you started school at Du Bois?
And it was a four-room school. (EF: Four-room school) What, how far did it go? Was it one
through .. .
EF: One ... one ... six grade, I believe (AB: One through six grade) or fifth, one .. . (AB: Fifth or

sixth)

AB: You stayed there that whole time (EF: The whole time) in that school. And uh, your
brothers and sisters were going?

EF: Yes, they all went, we all went [to] the same place.
AB: To the same school. How did you a!J get to school? Did you take the school bus? (EF:
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Walked) You walked?

EF: We walked.
AB: And uh, when you finished the sixth grade, or fifth grade, where did you go then?

EF: Well, then we went up to [the hill to school], which was called Du Bois. What'd they call it?
Junior High School, I suppose. Because I think Mr. Ashe was one of the teachers on ahead of
us-a little building behind. And Miss [inaudible]-, Richardson she was, and Miss Lenore were
teachers in that school. (AB: Lenore? Is that her first name?) Uh ... (AB: How did you spell
that, Lenore?) L-e-n-o-r-e. (AB: L-e-n-o-r-e) She's from Fayetteville. She's an old, old teacher.
Good teacher, excellent teacher.
AB: So the junior high school was co-located with the elementary school? (EF: High school, the

high school.) ,The high school. Is that-, was that separate from where the elementary school
was?

EF: Yes, the elementary school was way down on the bottom of the creek bank. Eventually the
elementary school was moved up in Kessler Hollow. And that's when my daughter went to
school. And then the junior high school was located on Du Bois hill and the high school, you
know, right [in front].
AB: Now you have spoken about your brother's being a band director. And you are in music.

Was there music in your home when you were growing up?

EF: Well, we, we sang a lot. [chuckling] But uh, you know, there wasn't too much music.
Because I remember my father being a deacon, and he and another deacon, they couldn' t sing.
And I'll be sitting [up front] -, well, anyway, I was baptized and I started playing for church when
I was thirteen years old. (RW-N: Playing the piano?) Playing the piano for the chmch.
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RW-N: Now had you taken lessons?
EF: Well, I took maybe a semester oflessons from the music teacher, Miss Alston, Weida Alston,

who . . . . And then I think, our house burned-we didn't have a piano--our house burned down.
And then I would go to Mrs. Bowles, who was an older teacher. She told me I could come to
her house and practice. And I went every day, picked up everything I could, began reading it and
playing hymns and so forth. So then that's why I started playing for the church.

RW-N: Now what's the name of your first music teacher? Austin?
EF: Weida Alston.
AB: How do you spell the first name?

EF: W-e-i-d-a, Weida. (AB: Weida) Weida Fern-I think that's what she called-Alston. She

went to Baltunore. I don't know whether she's still living or not.
AB: And that last name, was that. ..

EF: A-1-s-t-o-n.
AB: And there was another lady that you mentioned; you went to Miss Bowles?

EF: Mrs. Bowles. Now she was a elementary teacher.
AB: And how do you spell her name?

EF: B-o-w-1-e-s. Well now, she had two or three sons that went to school down at State.

William Bowles. But you wouldn't know them because they [are deceased].
AB: Now, and whose house was it, that you went to, to play the piano?

EF: Now she lives on two streets up at the top of the hill.
AB: And what was her name?

EF: Uh, that was Mrs. Bowles.
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AB: Mrs. Bowles. And she just invited you in?
EF: She told me I could practice there.

AB: Now you had a piano at home?
EF: I did until our house burned down.

AB: And so you had begun sort of self-teaching or did you play by ear or... ?
EF: No, no, just by music. But I kind of self-taught. I would just pick up after I learned how to
- well, I guess you learn [inaudible] the notes and everything. And I began just picking up every
kind of music I had, particularly hymns.
RW-N: Now your mother and father, did either of them play the piano? (EF: No, nothing) So

was the piano bought for the children?
EF: Just [inaudible] for the children, just an old, big old piano. (RW-N: uh-huh)

AB: That seems unusual that you had a piano, because that was an expensive item (EF: Yes) in, at
any time, it was an expensive item.
EF: But it was a very old piano. And then I just [practiced], and when I went to Bluefield, they
really thought I had had more music than, [actual] music than I bad.

RW-N: You mean more formal lessons?
EF: Yes, because I played the piano quite well.

AB: So after that one semester of actual lessons, did you ever have lessons again while you were
in high school or so? (EF: No, no more, not until I went to college.) And when you graduated
from high school, what made you decide to go to college?
EF: Oh, I guess I just wanted to teach and do. l think what it was, in those days, as John W.

Davis say, the teachers were the highest or considered [to have the best careers], you know,
- 14-

because they didn't have greener fields to go to like the others, that's the way he put it. And so I
decided I really want to do something, to be somebody. My sister, I thought, was very nice
looking. I had a kind of complex on the way I looked; I really did. My mother didn't think so,
but I had. And I said, "Well, I'm gonna do something." And I said I'm going to concentrate on
studying and doing the best. And my father always told me, he said, "Eunice, if you want to get
on," say, ''you've got to be three times better than whites." Excuse me for saying (RW-N: no, no,
no) but that's what he told me. He said, "Three times better." And so I just decided, I said,
"That's what I want to be." Because teachers and doctors and preachers were the people that
were looked up to in those days. And so I said "Well, I'm gonna be one, a teacher. And gonna
be the best, really good". So I concentrated, really concentrated on getting lessons, being [the
best. When w~ had graduation from eighth grade], I was a valedictorian. When I was in high
school, I was the valedictorian. When I went to college, where I met my competition, I was cum
laude. But still, you know, I just, was just determined.
AB: Were there other members of your family who had gone to college?

EF: No. [EF then corrects herself] No, my brothers. John. My brother, John [went to college].
AB: Your brother John, who was older than you (EF: Older) had gone to college?

EF: And he graduated from Hampton, you know. That's the only [inaudible]. (AB: And then
you?) Then me. (AB: uh-huh) And he would-, my father and mother would have sent any of the
others. But they didn't want to go. So it was John and myself and Wimpy. (AB: Who went to
college)

RW-N: So the three of you (EF: Mmm-hmm) graduated from college. And then went on.
EF: Both the others, you know, died; and the other girl died when they were small.
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RW-N: Oh, I see.

EF: And my brother, who was - was he in the second World War? Willie; he was in the second
World War. Well, he died a tragic death.

[rJt,ft. ·. rt>t" ·," WW'!L]

[tape blank for several seconds]
RW-N: And you have a couple of .. one or two sisters who died when they were young?
EF: Well, I had one that was a baby. (RW-N: One, a baby) They tell me; I didn't know anything
about it then but I heard it. (RW-N: Uh-huh, okay, right) But my sister, the older sister, she was
the oldest. Uh, well, she died; you know, she was in my car and the-, and we had an accident.
We were coming back into Mount Hope. And it was, uh, what it was, there was snow, and I'd
always been afraid of the snow. And I-, she said, "Will you come after me?" I said, "I just cannot
come after yo\,\." I said, "I don't have any good tires." And she said, "Well, if you don't, I don't
know... " I think that she'd had a falling out with her boyfriend or something. And I said, "Well, I
can't come after you in this, it looks like it's gonna snow." There was snow came up. I went to
Oak Hill. She was the one who was a short order cook too. (AB: mmm-hmm) So I went after
her. And when we got almost in town, the car spun around and I was getting ready to back it out.
And this fellow saw it, but he was drunk. And he just, instead of putting on his break, he just
slammed on the gas and shot into us. And I could not [hold her down]; she got excited and I tried
to hold her down in the car, but I couldn't. And her head hit the [ceiling]. Stan, do you know
Stan? [Question directed to AB] Well, you may not know Stan and Basil Brown. [inaudible] I
think Basil graduated- well, he got his master's at West Virginia U. They both went to West
Virginia State and graduated :from West Virginia State.
AB: So your sister was seriously hurt in that accident?
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EF: In the accident. But the doctor-, she had a lot of ribs broken. And they said that's what
killed her. And he assured me that she was gonna be all right, cause I had sent for them. (AB:
mmm-hmm) And uh, but they didn't come. They just said the next morning she wanted some
water and the nurse's aide sat her up and one of the ribs punctured her heart. (AB: Oh, dear)
And that's how she, uh, passed.
RW-N: And did this happen at home?
EF: It happened here, right in Mount Hope, right at the end of town. (RW-N: uh-huh)
AB: So let's, let's go back then. Uh, you had seven brothers and sisters. Two of those sisters
died in infancy?
EF: No, no, the older girl didn't. Just one, which I didn't know about.
AB: One? (EF: One) So actually how many of you were growing up together in the home?
EF: Uh, one, two, three ... six, seven ofus.
AB: Seven of you were growing up in the home. And who was the disciplinarian in the family,
your mother or your father?

EF: My father. [chuckling] My mother would discipline us too, but, you know, she was ill. So
my father was the disciplinarian; he was strict. Really. (AB: Did he spank?) Oh, Lord, he would
get the belt out. [laughing] But I never did get the belt too much, they say that. But uh, the
others did. And I remember when they were at the table. And, of course, he'd cook for us; he
would, you know, he would make-, he loved [inaudible] candy and he would uh, make uh, ginger
bread cookies. You know how they used to have the lard cans? Well, he would make a lard can
of ginger bread cookies for us and hot rolls. [When my father and mother moved from this home
to Mound Street] where it would be quieter for [him] because he was sick, he would put the
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popcorn on top of his head and come over and tease [my son] for him to get it off his head.
[chuckling] Every mornng ...

RW-N: Now this is off of-you're talking about your, your son?

EF: My father.
EF: You're talking about your father and your son?
EF: Son. And he was small, and he was, oh, he was crazy about Granddaddy. (RW-N: uh-huh)
AB: So your father was the disciplinarian and the nurturer, it seems, in the family, because your
mother was ill when you were growing up. (EF: Was ill, uh-huh) Did all of the children graduate
from high school? (EF: They all did.) And two of you went on to college? (EF: Three.) Three
went on to college. Did you work while you were in college?

EF: Yes, I did. I had to, because they weren't, really weren't able to send me. I worked my
whole time I was in college. Dean Brady, I worked for her. You know, she was a Harpers Ferry
lady.

RW-N: Would you spell her name?

EF: B-r-a-d-y, Brady.
RW-N: And would you back up for a moment? When you, you graduated from high school here
in Mount Hope, in what year? (EF: '40)

In '40. And did you go right on to college?

EF: Right on to college.

RW-N: And you went to college where? (EF: Bluefield State) And you went right on? (EF:
Right on to college) Did you work while you were in high school? (EF: No, I didn't work.)
Okay, so you started to work after (EF: I went to college) you went to Bluefield. What did you
do there? You worked for. . .
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EF: I was the secretary for Dean Brady. (RW-N: For Dean Brady) But now in the summer time I
did some heavy work. Helped clean that dormitory.

AB: So you stayed and went to summer school?
EF: I didn't go to summer school. I just worked.
RW-N: Stayed and worked.
AB: You just stayed there and worked at Bluefield. Where did you live during the summers?

EF: In the dormitory.
AB: In the dormitory. How did you know about Bluefield State College?

EF: Well, in Bluefield, I had, I had a lot of friends. My brother, oldest brother, started at
Bluefield State College. And so uh, then I had a lot of the fellows who played football, they used
to come here. And this was sort of home for all the football players that went to Du Bois. West,
Henry Thomas and all those fellows. They were friends to my brother so they came here, and
they went to Bluefield. And so I guess they influenced me to go to Bluefield State College.
RW-N: So you were able then uh, with your-, did your parents pay tuition or did your working
there . . .? (EF: I worked there and got everything.) That essentially paid your tuition and
everything. (EF: Everything) And you worked the entire time there?

EF: Time I was there, the time-, four years. (RW-N: Now you... ) I remember Dr., do you
remember Dr. Reece? (AB: No, l don' t think so.) You don't know him. Oh, he was an excellent
teacher. He was from California.
RW-N: How do you spell that name?
EF: R-e-e-c-e.
RW-N : What did he teach? (EF: Bluefield State) What did he teach? (EF: Oh, music) So was ...
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EF: He was the music teacher there. And he has written so many beautiful pieces. I wish.. .I
could have gotten them, you know, before [he died]. And he had a lot of influence. He-, well,
anyway, he was an excellent teacher. He made you- the people who went in music at Bluefield, I
think was quite different because, you know, I notice a lot of kids don't know how to play the
piano or anything like this. You had to excel in three instruments in [music education], so I took
the violin and singing and piano.

AB: Had you decided when you went to Bluefield that you were going to be a music major?
EF: I surely did. Before. That's what I wanted to be, in music.
RW-N: Now you earlier quoted Dr. Davis, I believe.

EF: Oh, yes. Well, I'll tell you, Dr. Davis. We had, what,what did they call that?
RW-N: Would you tell us who Dr. Davis is?

EF: He's uh, he was a president of West Virginia State College. And he had a community college
here and it was right there in the church. (RW-N: Right here in Mount Hope?) In the church.
Well, a lot of people-, I went to the community college, too. And he, you know, spoke and
everything, for commencement.

AB: Tell me a little bit about that community college. What did they do? Did they just bring
speakers in and invite people to come and hear them or what?
EF: Well, I guess somebody ... well, they had .. .I think they had classes but [phrase edited out by

EF] they weren't really difficult classes because, like maybe Home Ee classes. They sort of
incorporated the Home Ee program, because Mrs. Banks had that.
RW-N: Now what-, could you get college credit for those courses?
EF: Yes, you could get [credits] ; that's what they say. But I mean, I didn't get any college
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credits. (RW-N: No) I was just taking it to be taldng something.
RW-N: But you remembered what Dr. Davis said?

EF: Yes. Because he said, he was talking about careers, (RW-N: Yeah) maybe trying some other
careers. And he said, "Well, we have to stick to teaching and doctors and uh, maybe lawyers."
And, but he was talking mainly about teachers, because there was so many teachers. And he said,
''Because," he said, ''we just don't have greener fields to go to." And which we didn't.
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. But you meanwhile also had been an excellent student yourself?

EF: I tried to be. [chuckling]
RW-N: And had you always liked school? (EF: Always.) And you loved music. (EF: Loved
music.) So it was easy for you to become a teacher? (EF: Yes.) I mean, did you feel that had
there been othe11 fields to go to, that you would have preferred something else?

EF: I don't think so, I don't think so.
AB: Would you talk a little about what life was like in Mount Hope? As we drove through, we

looked at all the buildings and what not. What was the city of Mount Hope like for black people
when you were growing up?

EF: Well, they say it was-, [chuckling] father and them say it was very prejudiced. And uh, black
people only had, well, domestic work. Cooks. But most of the black people in the earlier days
owned their homes, which is quite different from now. I think about my last few years of teaching
under [one principal], and there were some problems and I was telling him-that was in the early
integration. Cause the early integration went off better than integration later. And I said that the
people that we are getting now, the reason we have so many problems, they're not home owners
and they're on welfare. Cause I had twelve; I think I had seventeen in our class and twelve on a
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free lunch. So you know what [that meant]. But the early people were home owners. They
wanted education for their children. And they were church builders, you know, wanted a nice
church. And they taught in their homes. Even in the school system, we had programs in which
they brought in people who-to the kids-you know, brought in people who were outstanding. I
remember Jesse Owens came here. And uh, Bill Board Jackson, whoever he was. I can't
remember too much, but I remember that he was here. And cause they had all programs, big
programs in this church down here.
AB: Now were there any black lawyers or doctors or (EF: Yes) anything like that here in Mount

Hope?

EF: Not in Mount Hope, but closer by. Lawyer Ellis, which was in the Greentown area.

RW-N: Whe,re is Greentown area?
EF: Well, you can see .... about four miles from here. (RW-N: uh-huh) In fact, kids who came
from Greentown, Hilltop, Mount Hope... let me see what else... Fayetteville, those were the
people who were home owners and the kids, who believed in education and their kids. And so I
would say they were the nucleus of the leaders in Mount Hope. And they had, they had programs
and things that [were cultural] programs.

RW-N: Is it fair to say that most of those families, in most of those families the parents had come
here to find work?

EF: Well, some of them were teachers in those communities. In fact, in the uh-is the Guinness
book that my father had?--one of those books, there were more college students [graduates] in
Mount Hope for the town of its size than any other town, college graduates, right here in Mount
Hope.
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RW-N: Now, and those college graduates, is it true that most of their parents were not college

graduates? (EF: Most of them were not.) So they were families that, it, it sounds to me, that
came here to work, that many of them were ambitious families. They wanted to (EF: To have
families) have families, that they would teach the correct lessons to, (EF: yes) if I can put it that
way, that they were-, they had aspirations for themselves and for their children. (EF: Children.)
And that many of them suc.ceeded in that way.
EF: [inaudible] They did. They worked, worked hard.
AB: So you have lawyer Ellis in Greentown, uh, ...

EF: And in here, then, believe it or not-because the building's tom down-we had Doctor
Belton. (RW-N: Would you spell that?) B-e-1-t-o-n, Dr. Belton.
RW-N: Okay.i And he was right here a few blocks from where we are now?

EF: Right here, the next place. (RW-N: Uh-huh) Two of them went to Charleston. And I don't

know, even know .... One was a doctor and one was a dentist.
AB: So you had doctors and dentists and lawyers; there were ministers and teachers.

EF: Right here in [Mount Hope].
AB: Or black teachers who were here (EF: Right here in Mount Hope) in this community.

EF: This community. And uh, believe it or not, some of the early ministers were highly educated.

I remember Dr., uh, what was his name? [EF later provided the name Laurence Bryant.] He
graduated from Howard, and he was the pastor of this church. And he was going to school. He
had a hard time going to school. [chuckling] I'll tell you a real funny incident. My father would
meet him and they'd go down to-, he'd have a, take a taxi up and come on the weekends and
preach here. And he went to South Carolina, cause he taught in a college after he left here.
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Reverend Coger, I think he taught in a college after he left here. (RW-N: Would you spell that
too please?) C-o-g-e-r. And uh.... [Note: EF later changed the name Coger to Crockett.]
AB: So you did not have a minister who lived here in town? The ministers (EF: Always) lived

some place else and came in to town. (EF: and came here) Did you have church services every
Sunday?
EF: Well, they used to have.

AB: Uh-huh. And the name of that church was what?
EF: First Baptist.
AB: First Baptist Church. Was that the only black church in town?

EF: Well, I think they had the Holiness, which was up on McDonald. But this was the only black

church in town. Then later on, you know, they split and became-the other people left- became
First Union [Baptist]. And here last year the two churches came back together.
AB: So you had First Union and First Baptist?

EF: But not always. [There] was always First Baptist. Excuse me. Let me ... [EF moves away

to find a picture.]
AB: Mrs. Fleming has shared with us a picture taken at the First Baptist Church of Mount Hope

in 1926. And she is sitting in her father's lap. You were about four years old? (EF: Four) And
holding a sign that says, "Usher Board." [Mrs. Fleming chuckles]
RW-N: And there are many people, uh, well, I don't know, a hundred perhaps? Many people in

this picture, and many of them are children, young people. And the church was begun that year,

is that right? It was built... [Note: ED later provided the date 1925.] (EF: That was when it was
built) It was first built that year.
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EF: Built by my, built by my uncle and my dad.
RW-N: Built by your uncle and your father.

EF: My uncle out of Lynchburg; he was a carpenter.
RW-N: From your uncle, who lived in Lynchburg, who was a carpenter, came here and worked
with your dad to build that church:

AB: Now the church then was very important in your life.

EF: It was very important. In fact, they made, my mother and my dad, [inaudible] they were kind
of pillars of the church. On a Sunday morning, when the church was first hadn't been finished,
you know, my mother made us, we had to go down and dust down them steps and take water and
sweep out the basement and all.

END TAPE

l - SIDE 1

BEGIN TAPE 1 -SIDE 2
AB: You went to church on Sunday. (EF: Yes) And (EF: And any other day that they had)
[chuckling]. And what other activities did you have at church other than Sunday services?

EF: Well, they had youth, things for youth to do. They [had] one pastor, Reverend Wood; they
had different parties [activities]for churc~ BYF, which they don't have now, I guess.
AB: Was Baptist Young People's, (EF: mmm-hmm) well, they used to say BYPU. (EF: Yeah,
BYPU, that's what they would call it.) Yes. Baptist Young People's Union. So you went to that.

EF: And they had night service, which most churches around here don't have night service today.
AB: Did you have Vacation...
EF: Bible Vacation School. (AB: Yes) And they don't have that too much. And what else did
they have?AB: So the church was a very important part?
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EF: It was the center of the community. And particularly that church; having a school here, not
having an auditorium in the school, all activities were at this church. (RW-N: Uh-huh) If they
brought in speakers or anything, they had them at this church.

AB: What about your social life, uh, beyond the church? As a child growing up and a young
person in this community, what did you do just to have a good time?
EF: I didn't have ... [chuckling] They had school dances and everything, but my father
wouldn't let me go to any activities like that. And remember this - I believe my sister may have in the early days, I can remember-but you know, I couldn't go to them--they brought in Cab
Calloway, uh, Blanche Calloway, because I can remember those being advertised. Chick Webb.
And ... no, it wasn't Duke Ellington. They had all the big orchestras.

AB: And where did they play?
EF: They played-, they had a little old dinky thing they called the armory. It's right where the fire
station is now. But it was a little old building. And they had uh, kind of little banisters around
where they could have a little upstairs, you know, you could look down. I don't-, because I don't
remember going-, or going up there and seeing Chick Webb come into the building. (AB: Mmmhmm) But my father didn't [allow me]. I didn't even get to go to a school dance until I was a
sophomore, and we had two teachers that chaperoned. My girlfriend over here, [Jean], her
mother was a teacher, Mrs. Walker, and Addie Cannady; they were teachers. And we had to
have them before we even could go to a school dance. But now my, my father, he [was very
strict]. He opened his home; kids would come; you could have a little party or something like
that. Or they could eat dinner or so forth. Even to the school time, my mother and my father
[opened the door to the] football team. They washed their clothes here and they could take baths
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here, until they built a little something with showers up in Du Bois.
AB: So your home was always open to other children, and, but you could not go to other places.

(EF: To other places) Could you dance at home?
EF: [chuckling] No. He didn't even allow cards in his house. And you know when they, they
used to read a book like True Confessions. [phrase edited out by EF] [My father would not allow
this]. Not in this house. (AB: No cards?) No cards.
RW-N: Now you're laughing at that now, (EF: Yes) but how did you feel about it when you

were younger?
EF: Well, I guess I didn't bother too much about it, because I wasn't associated with it, you

know. And they were particular about-, these people were particular about where their kids
[went] and who they associated with, if you know [inaudible]. They would not allow you to, say,
for instance, if a kid had a baby-I'm comparing cause it's so different now. No, you couldn't
associate with those kids. But now - my daughter here-[I mean]granddaughter-had a child out
of wedlock, which was quite different. I wonder what my father would do ifhe would see that.
And I went there and she was working on her master's. And uh, I went on down and stayed with
her, and everybody, even her own mother, was upset. But we worked out something.
[inaudible ]was working so I had to go down and stay with her, cause the doctor made her stay at
home, and [inaudible]. But even at that, I admire her because she did not let one mistake stop her
from doing. Now she's working on a doctorate and has a position at Bluefield State.
AB: So the kids could come to your house. Uh, you all could not dance. Uh, did you have a

movie that you went to in town?
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EF: Oh, yes. Now we could go to the movie. But now at the movie, you know, they were-, it
was segregated.. You could only sit in the balcony. And uh, it was a very cheap movie. You
know, the prices then. But uh, if you didn't go to the church and all that-, we'd go, we could go
to football games and all that. But you could not go to church, there would be no ... (RW-N:
Nothing else) no, no movie on Sunday or anything like that.
RW-N: As we sit here today, your living room has a beautiful Christmas tree. And you've

decorated in other ways. Can you tell us what Christmas was like when you were a child?
EF: Oh, it, it was [wonderful]. My father always-, my father always believed in-, we had the tree
and, uh, didn't have all that much. But we did have gifts and things and all ... food, he would be
cooking for days, cooking all kind of little, little things, making popcorn balls.
RW-N: Did yqu believe in Santa Claus?

EF: Yes, we did. [chuckling] I still like the idea, I know, although there isn't. I will put a gift
under here for me and say it's from Santa. And my daughter will say, "Momma, what are you
doing?" I said, "This is from Santa to me." [laughing] (RW-N: uh-huh, uh-huh) It's just the
idea. But I know differently, you know. But we had to say we would believe in Santa. But you
know, I was just looking at that. The first home we had, I think my mother was the first one to
put in cabinets and all that in this community. (AB: In her kitchen?) In her kitchen. And we
always had radio and television, you know, were the first maybe to have that, television. He
never did deny us of anything like that, never did. But he wanted you to be-, he wanted you to be
able to sit down at the table, eat properly. And he would see that we'd have, uh, correct, you
know, food and all that.
RW-N: Now that house was on this piece of property, right? (EF: On this piece of property) A
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different house than what you have here today? (EF: It was a wood house, mmm-hmm) Uh, was,
was that house a company house, or was it built ... ?
EF: No, it was just a wood, a frame house, but it wasn't a company house.
RW-N: When you moved into it-, your father didn't have it built? You moved into it?

EF: I don't know, I don't know how he got that house. (RW-N: Uh-huh, okay) But now my
father and my uncle built this house. When they built the church they built this house.
RW-N: This house goes back to 1926 or something like that. (EF: '26) And this was your

parents' home. So you lived in it as a child. And so it was from this house that you went to high
school, that you went to Bluefield College. (EF: Uh, yes, Bluefield College)
AB: You spoke ofa house burning.

EF: Well, tlru! was when the whole block burned. (AB: I see.)
RW-N: That was the little wooden house that you talked about burned?

EF: That I talked about burned. And we just got out of it. Because next to this was a factory.
And I think the man-we called him Hunky Wells-anyway, he was an Italian. And he burned his
house for money. And my father did not know about the walls getting ready to cave in; five ofus
were in one room, and he got us out, got out with, with nothing.
RW-N: So someone started that fire?

EF: Someone started it.
RW-N: And many homes then burned.

EF: Many homes on back to [the end of the block].
RW-N: And there was no insurance in those days, or was there?

EF: Yeah, there was insurance.
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RW-N: Yeah, right, okay, so you had some help.
EF: But not that much.
AB: Let me see ifl understand. Were-, this house that we are sitting in now, which is a stone,

brick or so house, was this house already built when the other house burned?
EF: No, no, no. It wasn't built until '26.

AB: So that fire was before 1926? (EF: before, mrnm-hmm) And then I guess the family what...
lived with friends or so, while you built this house?
EF: While we built this house.

AB: And then they built this house. And you've lived in it every since?
EF: Ever since. And then, you know, when my father got real sick, they bought a house, which

was already built, over on the other street [Mount Street], so it could be quieter for him to live.

AB: Who did that?
EF: My father and mother.
AB: And, uh, which one died first, your mother or your father?

EF: My father.

AB: Your father. Although your mother had not been well all along, she outlived your father.
EF: Yes. You know, after she came back from Maryland, after going about-, I don't know how

many years she went up to John Hopkins, she came back to Oak Hill Hospital and they removed
that one kidney and she was all right.

RW-N: Now what hospital was this?
EF: Oak Hill. (RW-N : uh-huh) It's called P lateau Medical now.

RW-N : Yes, okay. And she was fine after that.
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EF: Fine after that.

RW-N: Uh, what, what years did you lose your parents? Or about how old were they when they
passed? We don't have to have it exactly.

EF: I think my father was 73 when he passed.

RW-N: And then your mother lived another how many years after that?
EF: Oh, gracious. Maybe ten.

RW-N: In another house, from here?
EF: No, she lived here. (RW-N: She lived here.) And I took care of her. (RW-N: Oh, I see. So
she moved... ) But she died in uh, well, she said she was getting nervous, she didn't want to live
over there. So she came here and I lived with her and took care of her.

AB: So let's'then... you have grown, you've grown up in Mount Hope, uh, you have an active-,
have friends and an active social life, you participate in school activities, your father's fairly strict
but uh, yours is a loving family. (EF: Yes) Now when I say loving family, did your father hug
and kiss and tell you that he loved you, or how did you know that yours was a loving family?

EF: Well now, my father, I think, was more loving than my mother, in showing. But my mother,
I know she did love us but she didn't show as much. And I think maybe I have more of that of
my mother on me instead of showing, because I don' t show, I really don't think I show or showed
my kids how much I love 'em, you know, just right out.

RW-N: You mean hugging them and touching and kissing?
EF: Hugging them and touching them. But I do more now, you know, as I go by I touch them
more . But now they' re, there are-, the kids are very loving to their kids. Very loving.
AB : When you graduated from DuBois, where was the graduation ceremony held?
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EF: In Fayetteville. (AB: In Fayetteville) In Fayetteville at the uh, the auditorium
RW-N: The auditorium of .. ? (Note: EF later indicated that she was referring to the Soldiers

and Sailors Building.]
EF: No, no, no. Mine was, I think at the school, I believe, you know, at the church, I believe.
(AB: At the church) But after, after then-let me see, do we have a class of '44 here? [referring
to materials that had been collected by Mrs. Fleming] (AB: This is a ... )
RW-N: Is that-, that's, that's your high school diploma you're showing us? Mmm-hmm.

EF: High school diploma, mmm-hmm.
AB: And that was 1940?

EF: Yes. Now I was only... I was only 15 when I graduated from high school.
AB: Oh, you must have been in a hurry.
EF: [chuckles] I was 19 when I started teaching.
AB: Oh my. So it, it looks like there are, from the picture that we're looking at, which was in a

newspaper, of the 1940 graduating class ... it looks like it's rather a large class.
RW-N: It looks to me about between 45 and 50?
AB: About 50 in this class. Were you the youngest graduate? (EF: Youngest graduate) You

were fifteen years old. (EF: fifteen, and uh ... ) And the valedictorian. (EF: And the
valedictorian) And the valedictorian of your class. Were your parents pretty proud of you?

E.F: Yes. [chuckling] You know, when I graduated I could you tell you this one. You know in
the early days there was even prejudice among our generation. And they had a saying, and I
forget it now, I know it was saying, "Blacks get back, browns stick around," and something like
that. So if you were lighter, you got .. .I guess more, uh, recognized or whatever it was, you
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know, and you really had to work hard. Because, uh, the only thing I got was the valedictorian
· medal. And I had a hard time because one teacher was going to change the grades. And my
mother had papers and she went to the Board, saying, "I know she's top in her class." (AB: Now .
. .) With those papers.

AB: Are you suggesting or saying that as a person who-, if you' re darker of skin, then getting
what was due you was a little bit difficult (EF: Yes, difficult, it was then.) because even the oth-,
the black teachers would discriminate (EF: favor) and favor light skinned people. (EF: Mmmhmm, they did.) And when you were graduating from high school, there was perhaps a, you may

not have been given the honor of valedictorian because they wanted to give that honor to
somebody who was light skinned. (EF: To somebody .. . lighter skinned) But your mother had
kept your tFst papers and what not (EF: papers and everything) and was able to intercede and
keep that from happening.

RW-N: Now that, uh, saying that you started to say, "Black get back, brown stick around" .. .
(EF: "brown stick around" and what, and what were the other-, some ... ?

AB: "White is right."
EF: "White is right," yeah, ''white is right." "Brown stick around .. "

RW-N: And that was known among black people?
EF: Yes, it was.

AB: Absolutely.
RW-N : Do you think of also in this case where they were going to give the valedictorian to
another person, do you think that also had anything to do with the family in terms of what kinds
of jobs people had? Was it a social class thing too?
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EF: No, no, no, I don't think it was a social thing. Because it was the same girl, some of them,
their parents were the same ... (RW-N: They were doing the same work.) The same. It was just
a thing among us. Just like when we uh, before I went to get my master's, [inaudible] some
things I could really tell you. That's the reason I switched to Marshall, because there was so
much prejudice up West Virginia U. You remember the music school was three white houses. I
remember that [inaudible]. And, uh, the two Edwards homes-you know, the two white
houses-that and, or either out in the country, that was the only place you could stay.
AB: So you began-, you're saying you began your master's degree work at West Virginia

University?

EF: I really started at the University of Michigan. (AB: mmm-hrnm) But I could not afford the
University o~ Michigan.
AB: To go to the University of Michigan.

EF: In fact, when I went up, it was such a drastic change when I went from Bluefield to the
University of Michigan, I think that perhaps I couldn't adjust. Because I was prejudiced myself
[chuckles] We, we had to stay-, it was a person that stayed with us, board with us. And he
married a teacher. [inaudible] So they went to Ann Arbor. And so he was-, this is the way he
told my mother, that he would look after me. So I went under their names so that I would not
have to pay the out-of-state tuition, and stayed at a co-op house in the summer of 1944, right out
of school. And then you had to take a placement test. And I don't think I did well on it at all.
But I made good grades. I made A's and B's. And I had that transcript, but I don't know what I
did with it, from out at Ann Arbor. But it was a-, I-, it was an excellent school. So huge I did
not know even how to get around from school to school, I think, the first week. And finally I
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found my way where I could walk from where I lived.
RW-N: Now was this in the autumn that you went? This wasn't a summer program? (EF: It's
summer, I went-, started in the summer) You went in the summer. (EF: Started in the summer.)
And you stayed there the one summer? (EF: One summer, [inaudible]) But you felt it was hard
to adapt to, it was so different from what you were used to.
EF: But I could adapt after I stayed there but it was just-, I did not have the money. [chuckling]
And you know when-, before then all the, you know, most of the black teachers got their master's
degree from Columbia? Because the state gave them a stipend to go, because they weren't
allowed into the white schools.
RW-N: Well, would the state have given you a stipend to go to Michigan?

EF: No, bec~use the schools had opened up.
RW-N: Okay, mmm-hmm.
AB: So let's, let's go back though. Now you are at Bluefield State. You left DuBois at 15 years

old, (EF: Mmm-hmm.) enrolled at Bluefield State. That's pretty young isn't it, to be on your
own? (EF: It is.) And, so you were just 15 years old (EF: When I went there) when you went to
Bluefield. How did you manage that? You're still a child pretty much?

EF: Well, I think that's where I got that complex, you know, because most of the-, when I came
back to teach from Ann Arbor, all the teachers had taught me. And I felt-, I think that I felt that
they still thought I was a kid.
RW-N: And you were. [laughing]
AB: So you graduate from Bluefield State College 1944, in May, I guess, (EF: Yes) of that

year. ? What was your degree in~
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EF: Music and business.
AB: Bachelor of Science?

EF: Science, uh-huh. In music. You know you got, uh, at that time you've got two majors.
(AB: Uh, high school?) No, no, from the college.
AB: Yeah, I mean, but you were preparing to teach in high school or elementary school?

EF: High school.
AB: So you had a bachelor of science in secondary education with two teaching fields, (EF: Yes.)

music and business. (EF: and business) You graduated in May and immediately went to Ann
Arbor for the summer. You spent that summer at Ann Arbor, and what did you do in the fall of
that year?
\

EF: Well, wnen I went to Ann Arbor, and uh, two things happened in Ann Arbor. One was, well,
I had a teacher that was 90 years old. He was very good. He advised me to switch to vocal
emphasis instead of piano, although I did make a "B" out of piano. He said but I was better in
vocal. And so when I came I was gonna switch. And I met the principal of Statesville High
School, North Carolina and he hired me and I signed on. So, but in the meantime, my mother
called me, said there is a opening at DuBois and I would like for you to come to DuBois. So then
I told-, I told a tale there. I told the principal that my mother wasn't feeling well, I had to go back
home. And so then I came to DuBois.
AB: So then you never really taught in Statesville?

EF:No . ..
AB : You didn't take that job at all.

EF: No, I didn' t take the job. I had a job in music and teaching typing, business. But I didn't
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take it.

RW-N: Now before we leave Ann Arbor, I want to go back to something you said. You said,
"Well, I guess I was prejudiced there, too." (EF: Mmm-hmm.) What did you mean by that?
EF: Well, it wasn't too many blacks in Ann Arbor. And uh, my dealings in where I lived in the

co-op house was around a lot of whites. And some of the things they did, what did they?- well,
they'd say, "Well, let's go-, come on, Eunice, let's go hitch-hiking." That was, uh, what they
did. I said, "Who ever heard about ... ?" [laughing] To Ypisilanti, too! And I said, "Un- un."
And then, there was two-, I don't know whether, I kind of think whether if was two German girls
or was it Chinese girls, wanted to roommate, room with me. And I said, ''No, my mother's
coming." [chuckling] See, I didn't, I didn't want to live with them And then we'd go and they'd
have little Parties. And the black fellows, they were from the south, look like they were standing
up and look, just look at you. And the white fellows, everyone asked us to dance, for a long time.
So finally I did, when I went to one dance. And, oh, he was hollering at me. And I said, "Don't
be hollering at me on campus." [chuckling] So I think I was the prejudiced one. I just, see, I had
never been used to any ... any whites.

RW-N: Yes, I wanted to ask you that. I mean, when you grew up in, in Mount Hope, you grew
up in a (EF: In the black community) in a community, in the black community. And that kind of
satisfied most of (EF: yes) your needs, mmm-hmm.
EF: But just since I been to , went to West Virginia U. and to Marshall that I dealt with them,
with the other race.

RW-N: Mmm-hmm. So you uh, you came back home then to teach, and you lived in this house
(EF: yes) with your family , right, and there were some other brothers and sisters still in the home
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at the time. (EF: Smaller) Smaller, younger ones, uh-huh.
EF: But the ymmg, the young one, he soon went to uh, I taught him in school. (RW-N: Oh,
okay) My younger brother. In fact, I taught with, taught a lot of them and played with them in
the evening. But still they had to respect, had to respect me.

RW-N: And did you complete your teaching career-, no, you moved on after that school closed,
is that right?

EF: After it integrated.
RW-N:

After it integrated. Uh, what happened to that school at integration?

EF: You mean [inaudible] integration? Well, they kind of spread the black teachers out to
different schools in the county.

RW-N: And tlae school was closed? (EF: It wasn't closed.) The building itself?

EF: No, no, no.
RW-N: It just became integrated, white kids came into the school?

EF: Yes.
RW-N: Uh-huh, as well. And where did you go then, after that?

EF: I went right to the same school.
RW-N: You stayed in the integrated school? (EF: Mmm-hmm.)
AB: But ifwe could go back, Mrs. Fleming, the Du Bois that was down .. .the old Du Bois
building burned, as I understand it. (EF: The one on the hill) (RW-N: The one on the hill) On the
hill, burned.

EF: A bomb, it was bombed.
AB: It was bombed, it was destroyed. (EF: Destroyed.) T hen by that time, there was this other
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building that was the junior and senior high school? Or was that the same one that was
destroyed?
EF: No, no, they built Du Bois a new building. (AB: After the bombing) After the bombing.
(AB: And you were ... ) And that school became Mount Hope High School.
AB: So you worked in the new building? (EF: The new building) And so after integration, you

just stayed on in the same building (EF: Stayed on the new building, yeah, mmm-hmm,) But some
of the other teachers were moved around (EF: Were sent..) to other schools. (EF: Other
schools.)
RW-N: Tell me about the bombing of Du Bois Junior- (EF: I don't know too much.) Senior High
School.
EF: All I know is one, one night we heard an explosion. And uh, some of the other teachers that
lived close perhaps can tell you more about that. But we just heard the explosion and looked up
on the hill and there was a big fire.
RW-N: Now has that been, uh, recognized as a bomb? I mean, there's all kinds oflevels of
knowledge, right?
EF: Yeees. [chuckling] I don't know whether that's just uh, you know.
RW-N: Was it called a bomb in the newspapers, generally, or was it called an explosion?
EF: Let me see, I'm thinking in this building- this book- maybe they'll tell you something about it.
AB: But you all were working, using that building at the time that explosion occurred (EF: At the

time. And that was only at night) And it happened one night. (EF: At night, mmrn-hmm) And
you just couldn't go back to school the next day. (EF: Yes.) What did they do with the classes?
EF: They put some in the first Union ... one. It was a lumber shed building right next to me . . . on
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this side.
RW-N: Did you say a lumber shed building?

EF: A lumber shed building. And it was on this property next to me. That was the main-no,
that wasn't the main-our church became the main-, cause the principal's office and ... (RW-N:
Became the main school room, so to-, the school building, uh-huh. (EF: The main school at the
church)
AB: Mrs. Fleming is showing us a copy of the souvenir program of the Du Bois High School

Reunion 1989. And uh, on page 26 of this book there is an article whose title is "1950 Fire
Required Complete Change of Plans for Negro Pupils." And it was that bombing and fire which
destroyed the school building. And the students then were dispersed about the community. And
the adjoining page of that article is entitled, "Du Bois 'Campus' "-campus is in quotation

marks-"1950 to 1954." And we're told that after the old Du Bois high school was destroyed by
fire on June 23 rd , 1950, the students attended classes held in various structures in Mount Hope
until the new school was completed in 1954. And among the buildings used to house the school
was the First Baptist Church, which held the music, glee club, and other classes, the First Union
Baptist Church, which held
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and 8 grade class rooms in the basement. And there were several

other temporary structures that also were used to house students. So, all told, uh, Mrs. Fleming,
how many years did you teach?
EF: Forty-one.
AB: Forty-one years. And you came back as a 19 year old teacher, teaching with teachers who

had taught you and teaching your own, some of your own family members (EF: Yes) and other
children that you knew well.
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EF: Were the same age, some were older.

AB: Did you have a hard time with that?
EF: No, I didn't, because those kids were nice, really nice, to me. I told 'em-some of them

warned me-said [inaudible]. But some, some, I think, I say, I may have made many mistakes in
the early teaching, because you know how it is when you're teaching early. You get a lot of
knowledge in your head;you want to put it in their heads. And it takes you about 10 years to get
that knowledge, to know how to put it and how to use it.

AB: And you had had the one summer of graduate work at the University of Michigan. And then
you decided to continue your graduate work at West Virginia University? (EF: Yes) Now when
did you go to West Virginia University? (EF: '49 was the first year) In 1949. And when you
went to We~t Virginia University, the dormitories did not accept black students. (EF: Black
students, yes.) And you had to live with black families in the community? (EF: Yes.) And how
did you find your experiences in Morgantown?
EF: Well, when I went to class at first, it was a circle of empty chairs around. And, and uh, yeah,
you were, you were ... and finally, you know, they give you something, when you show them that
you know when you're smart, then you see those chairs gradually closing in. And they had a
program-I believe it was a fellow named Anthony that sang in the choir-a summer program, in
which they had a concert you had to audition. Well, I just, you know, just changed my major.
And so all the people in the Edwards home, they said, "You must try that out, try for that
audition." Said, "You can make it." They were all up behind me. They made me try. And I tried
out and made the concert.

AB : Now you said the Edwards home. It was the Edwards family that opened their home and
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took the students ....

EF: They had-, no, they had two extra houses that they would lease to students, students, right
off. That was the only house that was close to the campus. The rest you had to go out in the
country and live. So the first maybe two weeks I lived out in the country. And it was Miss Emma
Robinson that got me a place in the Edwards house where I could just walk to the campus.
RW-N: So the Edwards house belonged (EF: They had two homes.) to the university? (EF: No,
no, it belonged to them.)
AB: The Edwards family.

EF: To the family.
RW-N: It was the family, okay.

EF: They uh~ housed students.
RW-N: Now you were taking graduate classes, of course. (EF: Right, right) Were there
undergraduate students at the time who were black students?

EF: I don't think so. No, all graduates.
RW-N: So it was just at the graduate level that this was going on, mmm-hmm. So gradually,
you're saying, as people recognized that you were, (EF: That you could do.) that you could do
your work and had talent and brains that, uh, you became more accepted? (EF: Yes, that's right.)
How many black students ... ?

EF: I was the only black one in music.
RW-N: You were the only black one there, uh-huh.
AB: You were the only black student in music? (EF: In music; other black students, yeah.)

There were some other black students who were at uh, living in that house and attending classes.
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And it was those students who encouraged you to audition for a part in this performance that was
coming up. (EF: Yes). And you made the audition. (EF: The audition)
RW-N: Now were you working for your master's degree in music with, and in voice, at this time?

EF: Music with vocal emphasis.
RW-N: Vocai yes, okay.

EF: So then after that '49, I decided, you know, that I would go to Marshall. In fact, I liked the
campus. They did have a music building, but not a fine arts building like they had. And so I
traded, I went to Marshall and finished up.
RW-N: Now you said earlier that part of that reason was that you felt that there was a sizable

amount of discrimination or prejudice (EF: Yes.) in Morgantown. (EF: In Morgantown) That
you felt?

EF: Yes. And it was still there when my cousin was there. Because they had to break down
some of that prejudice.
AB: When you went to West Virginia University, it was the instructor there, though, who

suggested that you move to vocal from the piano?

EF: No, that was at the University of [Michigan]. (AB: That was at Ann Arbor.) ... Ann Arbor.
AB: But how did you, how did the teachers relate to you at West Virginia University?

EF: I thought they were .. .I. .. I liked them in a way.
AB: They were fair to you?

EF: They were fair, they were fair.
RW-N: So how did, how did you feel the prejudice then? More from other students?

EF : Well, it's because you couldn't stay in the dormitory. It made it inconvenient, you know.
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And uh ....
RW-N: Now at Marshall could you stay in the donns?

EF: Yes, you could, I think after, I think... yes, you could.
RW-N: And you were going to school in the summers, right?

EF: Yes, yes, going in the summers. And uh, and I, you know, was sort of comparing the faculty
and the things that they had. It seemed at that time-but later on now, I went back with my
daughter just to be taking something, that the students had uh, the teachers had improved at West
Virginia, I thought. But at the time I didn't think they were as good as the teachers at Marshall.
(RW-N: Uh-huh) And the teachers at Marshall were really-that was before Mr. Creighton, John
Creighton and Mr. Hugoboom, who was German/Dutch.
RW-N: Couid
, you spell that name?

EF: Hugoboom, H-u-g-o-b-o-o-m, Hugoboom. (AB: And the other one was Creighton. did you
say?) John Creighton. (AB: And how do you spell that?) C-r-e-i-g-h-t-o-n. And I just thought
they were excellent teachers. And they were more, just like, well, just like Dr. Reece, they were
just like friends to the teachers-, the students, you know.
RW-N: And did you have more black students in music at Marshall?

EF: No, they were about maybe two more. (RW-N: Uh-huh)
AB: Now when you were at Marshall, you went during the summers. You went to Huntington

and stayed during the summer (EF: Stayed with a friend) with a friend. (EF: I just stayed with
friends) Out in the city? (EF: Out in the city) And went to classes.

EF: And I kind of [inaudible]. This lady used to live in Mount Hope and she had a house. But
you know how people are in the city. They, they don't like kids around. Well, see I was, at that
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time, I was, my father was getting, was sick. And I was getting my divorce from my husband,
· too. And so with two kids and staying sometime-we stayed in the house-I'd have to get up at
seven in the morning and go to a class, come back at nine, get my kids ready and take them on the
campus, let them play and uh, Mr. Hugoboom and his wife, they were very nice. They would buy
me lunch and everything, the kids' lunch. And then the next summers, he got the kids in the lab
school. And I understand they don't have that lab school any more. And, but to me that was
something they should not have done away with, but they don't have it any more. And he got my
kids in the lab school. And so, you know, I didn't have to do all that I did before.

RW-N: Did you ever have any black professors?
EF: Not any, not at that school. Just in the ....
RW-N: Nqw can you back up and fill us in a little bit, in terms of when you were married?
EF: When I was married ... [chuckling] ... some kind of bad experience.
RW-N: Well, only talk about it to the degree that you would like, but all of a sudden you're
telling us about being in school with your children and ... (EF: Yes, you know what, though ... ) I
need just to get that filled in a little bit.

EF: I'll tell you this. In the early black teachers-and I guess I'll be included-we weren't so
blessed, [chuckling] as Miss Bickley, to get a person who was on the same educational level, who
wished for the same ideas, you know. And most black teachers-. They either were coal miners
or somebody else like that. Because they didn't have-well, just, they just weren't in the town.
And some of them did not have the idea of having more and doing more for their children. So, so
that was the case with me.

AB: Was your husband a Mount Hope man?
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EF: Yes.
RW-N: So you came back home and met someone in Mount Hope?

EF: In Mount Hope. Now he was nice and everything. But, you know, I, my dad and I-I

credit my dad and my mother with this. They kept us so close that we did not get out and
experience what was going on in the world. See, we were kept, we were sort of close family,
close-knit family, and did not mingle out, mingle with everybody else. And so you didn't know
people, if they were nice and everything. Well, you assumed that they were. But they weren't.
AB: What did your parents say when you decided to get married? Were they pleased or... ?
EF: No, no. (AB: No?) No, they weren't pleased. Well, see, even some of the teachers, the one,

Miss [inaudible], "Oh, I hate to see you marry who you're marrying."

Well, I didn't know, you

know. I just ;didn't have the experience.
RW-N: Were you in love?

EF: I thought I was. [laughing]
RW-N: How old were you? (EF: Unh?) How old were you?

EF: Oh, I was just-, this was in forty, forty-five. I had been teaching a year.
RW-N: And, and did, and you didn't know this person for a very long time?

EF: Oh, he'd been here all my life. (AB: Yes) (RW-N: Yes) But I didn't see what was going or

know what was going on. Because I'm, I guess my, I think my father and mother, they just
didn't. .. let me experience or get out and mingle with everybody. I think, I think that was the
cause. Because you just didn't know. Because even some of the teachers knew. And my
mother'd say "no", and my father," [inaudible]. .. if you're gonna get married,just come on here
in the house and get married."
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AB: So you had a wedding here at home?

EF: Yes, here at home.
AB: In the living room where we're sitting?

EF: Right here in this living room. [chuckling]
AB: And uh, you had two children of this marriage?

EF: Two children, and that was the sweetest thing about that marriage, those two children.
AB: Now did you continue to live here with your parents after you married or did you establish a

home elsewhere?

EF: I went to-, no, I went to his house and lived.
RW-N: Here in... here in Mount Hope?

EF: Here in Mount Hope. And the way-I'll [inaudible]-and the way he acted, you know, I got
up there and I said, "Oh, Lord, what have I got myself into?'' [laughing] You know, I just said
that to myself. And then, [RW-N: now, now was-] but you know we-, I stayed with him for 12
years. And the reason I did because my mother and daddy have always taught me that when you
get married, that's what you should do, stay married. And my mother would say, "You sure
you've done all your part and everything," and my dad was really upset. And uh, but they were
people that believed in a strong marriage, and when you married, that's, that's what you did. I
stayed for 12 years and then I asked the Lord to take that love from me. [laughing] Ifl had any
more.
RW-N: So you lived in another part of town....

EF: It wasn't-, then we moved down here in the church house, and then we moved in this house
when my mother and dad,(AB: Took the other house) mmm-hmm.
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RW-N: And you were married 12 years. (EF: 12 years) And then you finally decided that you

had to do something about that.

EF: I had to do; I just couldn't go that route any longer.
RW-N: And during that time then you were working on your master's degree, going, uh, and

even after that, you were still working on your master's degree (EF: On my master's degree).
How many summers did you go to Marshall?

EF: Was it three and a half? Three and a half
RW-N: Uh-huh, okay. So that was stretched out (EF: yes) over a period of time, mmm-hmm.

And can you tell us when your children were born? Their-, the dates?

EF: I don't know.... [chuckling]
AB: Well, w~ can get that. [EF: yeah] We'll get it from you. But they went back and forth to

Huntington with you when you were going to school?
EF: With me, when 1-, I carried them, the daughter. And the boy I left with his dad. And he,
what was it he do? Something happened to him; oh, he took penicillin shot for something. And
uh, that affected him-he can't take penicillin. So then I had to come home and for one week.
And I can remember that, because the teacher had covered a whole book. [chuckling] (AB:
During the time that you were away.) And then I brought him back, got him okay, and I brought

him back and they stayed. Some time I-later they may have had a mattress-some time I let
them sleep on the floor and some time I would. And it was a hard summer, because I would get
up, I was telling you there before, I'd get up at seven, go to class. And uh, then uh, come back,
get them ready, take them, let them play on the campus, come back at five cause the lady didn't
want them playing in the house. And then I would take them to the park and let them play, and
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then I would come back, bathe them, put them to bed and study from about nine to two in the
morning. (AB: Mmmh) It was kind of, kind of tough on me.

AB: But you did finish the degree. (EF: Got the degree) And uh, continued teaching.
EF: Continued teaching. And then I would go back [inaudible] my daughter got married and she
[inaudible]. And she went to, to West Virginia U., so I just went up there, took classes, started
working toward a doctorate. But you had to take off, you know, one year and everything. And I
couldn't afford that. (AB: Mmm-hmm) So that's why I [inaudible].

RW-N: So you have a master's degree, plus some credits.

EF: [Inaudible] about 38.
RW-N: About 38 credits.
AB: Now at;the same time that you were teaching, you were doing musical kinds of things in the
community as well? (EF: Yes, mmm-hmm) What were some of those kinds of things that you
did?

EF: Well, I had, uh, .. one of the-, well, I, I had my church choir and another church choir. And I
had the uh-, I played for the convention, New River Convention.

RW-N: Now what is the New River Convention?

EF: That's a singing convention that people had a long time ago. They're still trying to carry it
on, but it's not doing anything. And uh, you know where they have so many churches, they come
in on the fifth Sunday and sing and so forth, and listen to them; this sort of thing they'd had for
years and years.

RW-N: And you were the director of the choirs?
EF: No, I just played for them. (RW-N: You played for them.) Played for them. They have the
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same [inaudible]. Like you come-, if they don't-, somebody wants to sing, you play. And then
[inaudible word] lhave the, what they call the instrument [inaudible], same thing and all that, and
I played for them. And uh, then I played for the Association choir. Then I had about ten students

in piano, which I still have, some.
RW-N: What is the Association choir?

EF: That's uh, the New River-, well, the state, state association and it's divided into different
districts on it.
AB: This is the Baptist, the state Baptist Association, which is head quartered here in this county

at Hilltop, (RW-N: yes) and they have divided the area up into various districts.
EF: Districts and associations. So I played for the New River Association choir.
RW-N: Yes. iAnd, and you also gave private lessons then to children? [EF: private lessons] Who

came to your home?

EF: They came to my home.
RW-N: And you're still doing that, aren't you?

EF: Yes ...
END TAPE 1 - SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
AB: Today is December 17, 1999. Rita Wicks-Nelson and Ancella Bickley in Mount Hope, West

Virginia, interviewing Mrs. Eunice Fleming.
RW-N: So Mrs. Fleming, you were just saying a moment ago that lots of things happened when

you were teaching at Du Bois High School here in Mount Hope. You went there in 1944, and
you stayed until around 1956, or whatever year that integration took place. Can you share with
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us some of your experiences in that high school?
EF: Let's see. Well, when I first started, I had students younger, same age, and older. And
perhaps you know, you remember Mabel Edmondson and (AB: Name sounds familiar) Gladys
Lowe. (AB: Mmm-hmm, names sound familiar)
RW-N: What were those names?

EF: Mabel Edmondson, Gladys Lowe. Of course, I had some other younger students that were
older, too. But those two, I remembered well, because I couldn't, you know, after calling them
Mrs. Lowe all my life, or Mrs. Edmondson. They came back to school. (RW-N: They were
teachers?) No, they came back to high school (RW-N: ohhh) and went to college at a later date,
and I taught them. And she would always, Mrs. Lowe particularly, say, "Why don't you call me
Gladys?" I s~id, "Well, I guess I've been used to calling you Mrs. Lowe all of my life." And uh ..
AB: So these were older community residents (EF: residents who went) who had returned to high

school to complete their high school diplomas? (EF: Yes and go on to college) Right.
EF: They both went to West Virginia State. And then I had some who came back just to

complete high school education and, you know, just married in town. And uh... let's see ...
AB: That was quite an experience, you as a young teacher then to have these older ladies.
EF: Yes. And then my nephews, I taught my nephews and Wendell Chiles and, and uh some

others. They were same age I suppose, because I played with them in the evening and taught
them in the day. But they were very respectful. They never did .... Some of the [inaudible]; I
think they went to State, too.
AB: Mmm-hmm. And I think you were saying the other day that a part of what you were doing

was learning how to teach during those days.
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EF: Yes. But, uh, but they-oh, one thing, I think I did have some outstanding groups. I had a

sextet, a lady sextet, was outstanding. And we used to go down State to the various high school
musical things. (AB: mmm-hmm) And they would always get ranked first. And I remember one
time I took a large group, and we didn't have an auditorium to practice marching and everything.
So they were dressed in evening gowns and I placed them on the stage. And when I opened up,
folks said, "That's the most beautiful picture." And I said, "Well, I'm just gonna place 'em up on
the stage, because they don't know how to march." The other schools were marching up and we
didn't have the opportunity. But they really sang.
AB: Would you talk a little bit about the vocal music? Because you went to college with
experience playing the piano. But you didn't see yourself at that point as a vocal student.
EF: No, not a vocal student.

AB: And ... and yet your teacher recommended that. Now what?-we were talking when you
were coming up. Did you sing soprano or alto or what?
EF: Well, in the, in the college choir-I sang in the college choir, with soprano. But, uh, mainly,

what did I do? Oh, maybe played the piano with Dr. Reece and Mrs. Spencer. And I don't know
whether I was a good student or what, but I used to teach Mrs. Spencer's music educational
classes when she was sick. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And, but Dr. Reece was an excellent teacher.
And uh, he required us to, to work and major- not major- but do three things: voice, which
wasn't too much of a voice department there, and uh, play an instrument, and play the piano.
(AB: Mmm-brnm) So I, I played the violin. Then he also required us to do a, play, at least play
the scales of every instrument in the band. So he was a thorough, really a thorough teacher.
AB: Was your interest in classical music or ... ?
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EF: Classical music.
AB: And with Ollie Watts, who was one of your students here at Mount Hope, did you do
classical music with Ollie or... ?

EF: It was mainly classical. I never could do too much among-you how a lot of schools have
these uh, jazz groups and everything. Well, I just never could do too much in the jazz. Mine was
really patriotic, classical or, you know, just, mainly classical. And I just, I just loved the classics.
And I loved them even more when I went to West Virginia State [corrected to University]. And

in the-that's not at Du Bois that I had this-but in the, when I was in Mount Hope. I'll tell you
about that more. We had a-, the art teacher and I had a class geared for college bound students in
art and music. And two of the students went to West Virginia U. and got an A in music and their
'

parents were $0 grateful for that particular class. I have to tell you why. It was disbanded when
we talk about Mount Hope music. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But uh, I've just always loved the classics.

RW-N: Now where did you first start to learn classical music?
EF: Just here ... you know, after picking up the hymns, I would pick up any classical...

RW-N: Because you had very few lessons, right?

EF: Very few lessons. But mainly.... Once you, once you, you know, learn your notes, if
you're really interested. . . .

I had a student last night and she was in the class, she came from

Florida. But she doesn't read as well. And I'm teaching her some things on how to read her
music and how to start from where she is and to go from where you don't know. In my teaching
I usually, at the end I usually refer to a car, driving a car. Like, you know, if you drive, when you
first learn how to drive you go about-, fifteen miles is too, too, too fast for you. But once you
learn and you uh, really practice, which calls for accuracy, accuracy brings on speed. So don't
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worry about the speed, which most students do. But, uh, I had plenty of time to really to learn
and be accurate and learn the notes and so forth. And then by practicing, that brings on the
speed.
RW-N: And you did that mostly through... self-teaching? (EF: Self-teaching) Practicing at
home (EF: Practicing at home) arid playing...(EF: Playing for the church) playing for the church.
Uh, is there other musical talent in your family?

EF: Well, my brother finished West Virginia State and uh, he went on to band, over in band. And
he taught band for a number of years. My son went to Tennessee State, took up music. And he
uh, :finished in music, although he doesn't. .. he only worked in it one year. My daughter, she
started the piano, but when she went to college she sort of dropped it. But she was very good.
She was on t}le national audition and did an excellent job. But she said when she went to college
she just dropped it.
AB: You also taught Ethel Caffie Austin.

EF: Well, no, Ethel had that music as a background. But she played and then she was in the
choir, which she-, we learned a lot. But, you know, she turned more or less to gospel. (AB: Yes)
But she could really do the classics. And uh, [inaudible] she teases me now. She said, "Miss
Fleming, this [inaudible] lady." [laughing] But she just loves the gospel.
RW-N: And both, uh, Ethel and Ollie now have musical careers.

EF: Yes, both. And of course, you know, Ethel is internationally known now. But Ollie has been
internationaUy known ever since she started. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Do you remember when they
had those, uh, black gospel things at the Arts and Humanities? (AB: Yes, yes) Okay. William,
yeah, William Warfield was on the program then. (AB: I remember that.) Okay. l was on the
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program with William Warfield, Clemenceu and I. And so I-, Ollie was singing with Ethel. And I
told him, I said, "There' s a young lady down here I want you to meet. She's singing on Thursday
night. And you listen to her." And he did. And I think from there on he recommended her for
where she is now.
AB: So you all can be very proud that in the town the size of Mount Hope that you have

produced two black women who have developed (EF: That are national.) musical careers. (EF:
and doctors)
RW-N: They both have doctorates?

EF: Both-, well, uh, Ethel has an honorary (RW-N: yes, mmm-hmm) from Salem. Is it Salem
College?
AB: I don'tdmow, but Ollie has an earned doctorate.

EF: An earned doctorate degree. Then there's another white teacher. Well, she didn't finish.
She didn't go and concentrate on music, but she plays a lot of music still. And, uh, she, well, I
don't know whether she was-, she wasn't odd but she just didn't mingle with people. And then I
just said, "Well, come on, let's play for the choir," and got her to mingling with students and
everything. She has an earned doctorate degree, but hers is in business. She was in business, just
like Ollie. But I just [inaudible] Ollie on out of business. I said, "Come on, Ollie, let's .... " (AB:
You need to be out there.) But this, this girl I didn't, but I had a lot of influence with her in
music. And she works, she's a doctor. She works [teaches] at the Citadel.
AB: Now, when you were growing up and wanting to practice the piano at home, did that create

any, any problems for you? Did you have to put aside other family chores and responsibilites in
order to give time to your music?
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EF: Not necessarily so, because my mother and father just allowed me to have that time.
AB: They thought that was important?

EF: They thought that was important, and they allowed me to have that time. And so, you
know, it never was a problem. And then I was encouraged by playing hymns and playing for the
church choir so-, at such an age early age, about 13 I think. Well, maybe before 13, that uh
community [inaudible]. And I was encouraged by it. (AB: mmm-hmm)
AB: Now when you were playing for the church choir and what not, were those paid positions or
was that just a volunteer? (EF: Just volunteer) Just volunteer kind of work that you did.

EF: Volunteer. And I played for the church for 63 years. And I never, [chuckle] never charged
them a penny. Never.
AB: So wh~n you were teaching, though, in addition to what you had to do in the classroom, you
had the choirs and I guess whatever musical events that were going on at the school. You had to
put in extra time ....

EF: Extra time. And now one thing about that, when-, you know, when uh, well, this is when I
got into the white school. I thought-integration really worked in the beginning, much better
than its working now, to my mind. I don't know from what they tell me. Well, a lot of the ... the
early years, a lot of the parents, two things they liked for their children to do, was to take dance.
I remember-, what was that? There was a lady that came up from West Virginia State would do
dance, ballet, and these, these early parents, they can-, their daughters had to take dance or piano.
That was required. Which it is not now. But uh, in those early years, every parent tried to give
their daughters music and dance. (AB: mmm-hmm) And that was important in the, in the black

family.
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AB: And less important now, you think?
EF: And less important now.
AB: When...when Du Bois was closing, and integration was about to occur, did you all know in

advance that this was going to happen or was it just sort 0£ ...

EF: It was a sort of overnight thing. And, uh, I shouldn't say this, but the first principal was a
very prejudiced man, to me. But, if you did good work, he would certainly give you credit for it.
And then he didn't make any bones about it, so you knew where you stood.

AB: When you say prejudiced, what do you mean? How did you know he was prejudiced? Did
he say things, or... ?

EF: No, he didn't say things, but uh, different things that he, he, uh, did and, you know, about
black teachers. Well, maybe he had to do that. The black teachers were the only ones that were
interviewed.

AB: When they were ... now this is ...
EF: Maybe a day or so prior to then, you know, a week or so prior to ... he only interviewed the
black teachers. And then, as, as I think more that I said, well, maybe he knew the white teachers
anyway, cause he'd been working with them. But some of the questions he asked me- and I
asked other teachers [inaudible]- what would you do if a person called you a nigger, or all, silly
questions, you know. (AB: mmm-hmm) I guess I must have answered them [chuckling] okay,
you know, because he, he did hire me to work, you know. And he would say, "Well, this is
Mount Hope High School. There' s no any longer Du Bois." So we . .. .
AB : So you, you were in the same building .. . (EF: Same building.) Different staff now (EF:

Mmm-hmm) and white children are coming in (EF: Coming in) to the school.
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RW-N: And he interviewed the black teachers ...
EF: but not the white ones.

RW-N: but not the white ones.
[Note: EF later added the information that black teachers were placed in different schools, two or
three in a schoo4 and that no white teachers were moved.]
EF: But, and then I, later on I say, "Well, maybe because he had been working with the white
teachers all the time, maybe that's the reason he didn't interview them." I don't know. But he
didn't. ..
AB: But you also had black students who were coming to that school.
EF: Yes, that's what I, that's what I was thinking. [chuckling]
AB: Nobody asked the white teachers (EF: The white teachers how they were going to treat) how

they were going to respond to the black children.
EF: Uh-huh. But you know one thing I did notice-now this was under a later principal, you
know, when he was having problems-because we didn't have as many problems with students in
the early days. But later on, uh, he was talking, you know, like just aloud. I said, "Well, why are
you allowing," I said, "some of the white teachers are prejudiced or maybe they're not familiar
with black students." I said, "But why do you allow them to sit in the back of the class with their
hats ori and do whatever they want to do? And you're not doing it with the white students."
(RW-N: Yeah) I said, ''Now either," 1 say, "some of them don't care, or some of them. .. what's
her name?" I said, "To me, that does not make a good school." I said, "Now I don't allow any
student to come into my room with their hats on." And he would make excuse. And I would tell
them, I'd say, "No, you cannot come," I said, "I'm just funny and old-fashioned, so take your hat
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off, come in the room and behave." Now I just, that was one thing I noticed, and I just did not
think it was fair to black students to allow them to do those things or, you know, come witheven now, come with plaits. I said, ''Now you might be uh, able to get a job entertaining with," I
say, "but those things will not, you will not get a job in management and so forth." "Well, I'll
make it." I say, "Well, you might make $10,000, but there's $80,000, a hundred or so forth
thousand to inake. And you cannot do it by dressing like this, misbehaving, sitting in the back of
the room."

RW-N: So do you think then that uhm, the white principal and maybe other teachers did not
have as high an expectation of the black students or were almost timid about demanding more
from them?

EF: ... demap.ding more ... acting as they were afraid (RW-N: Uh-huh) to approach them, (RWN: Yeah) or, you know, to me, for high school to make them behave. Or you just let them sit
and get what they want or what not. Now that to me that's-, and then there were, when I was in
Mount Hope-I'm going from Du Bois to Mount Hope-when I first started in Mount Hope, I
taught some of everything. I taught all the music, I taught-well, I had a, they'd say a minor in
Social Studies and English. So I taught Social Studies and English. And I think sometimes
maybe I was just ahead of my time. I taught West Virginia history for six weeks and uh, literature
for a year. So what I did, I was just experimenting with things. You know, I re-arranged the
room, say for instance we're talking about the capitol. I just re-arranged it like the capitol or like
a court or something like that. And one of the parents that was a teacher, she said, "My daughter
has learned more in West Virginia history than she ever has."
me. (chuckling] He was a traditional person.

But the principal would get on

Those chairs had to be in traditional way, just the
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way they were, and said, "I'll be re-arranging it." And he'd always get on me. And then if I
taught literature, I had work, was working in Honey In The Rock. [refers to a local musical
drama] So instead of them letting me just sit and read the story traditional, I made them make up
a little play with the story. And then we put the play on in the little, little auditorium over there.
And I invited him over. He said, "We have, we have people that we hire to do plays." I said,
"Well, this is just a little something I was doing." He said, ''Miss Fleming, I don't ... " And then at
the end he said, "Well, it was good but I don't see how you did it." [chuckling] Because I just, I
guess I kept my room out of order. And he didn't-, he didn't-, he liked the room traditional with
the chairs. And then he died and another principal [tape blank for several seconds] [took his
place. This principal asked me to go] 75 minutes to a feeder school, Pax.
And I agr~d to go; it was over the mountain. And uh, I agreed to go, but it was the best
three years or two years I've ever taught. It was a little country school. And I had uh... at the
end of that one summer, I noticed, or som-, maybe somebody called my attention.... say,
"You're not teaching at Du Bois long," and I was, like I was assigned to Pax. And uh, so I went
to the human service down Charleston. All they did was make a call and uh, .... you remember
the years that Catholic preacher, and I don't know who was that black fellow that was
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head over there.

AB: Is that the Human Rights Commission?
EF: Human Rights Commission.

AB: Was that Howard Kenney?
EF: No, he was [inaudible] the first one, when they had a lot of problems. And they were
outstanding.

AB: Carl Glatt? (EF: Yes) Yes. Now let me see ifl understand this. While you were teaching
at Mount Hope (EF: Mmm-hmm) you were reassigned to Pax (EF: Yes) on a full-time basis.
(EF: On a full-time basis) And you did not know that that was going to happen?
EF: Going to happen. See, and I had just been going over there for 75 minutes, coming back and

doing all tpe music and in, uh, Mount Hope.

AB: Now so-, before you went full-time to Pax, they had ... (EF: I didn't go full-time there.)
You didn't-, but they had split your time somehow. So you were doing-, a major part of your
work was being done at Mount Hope High School, but you also were being sent to (EF: Went to
Pax) Pax to do..,(EF: For 75 minutes to do music) to do a music class.

RW-N: What level of class was the school at Pax?
EF: Pax, from one to six grade.

RW-N: Mmm-hmm. And Pax is P-a-x.
EF: P-a-x.

AB: And you went to Pax during that 75 minutes for three years?
EF: I think two or three years.

AB: And then you learned that they were going to re-assign you on a full-time basis. (EF: Time
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basis) And that's when you went to the Human Rights Commission? (EF: Yes) And they wrote
a letter. . . .
EF: Or either made a call.
AB: Or something.

EF: And that was done away with.
AB: And that ended that (EF: ended that) attempt to move you over there. (EF: Uh-huh) And

you suspect that you were being moved to make room for this man's wife (EF: Mmm-hmm) to
come in and take your place as a music teacher at Mount Hope High School.
EF: But it was a most enjoyable time. Two things happened. I experimented with classics and,
and particularly among the kindergarten, first grade. And I found out you could teach them
anything ab<i>ut Bach or anybody. And they accept it. And another thing- they didn't have, they
had an old piano. And so I just took the kids in a big empty room with a pitch pipe and just let
them use that. They had the most beautiful voices. The teachers and parents and that were so
cooperative. And like any, uh-I think I was working for the Beckley Community Concertsthey would buy-, some of the parents were well off in that area. But it was a country, it's a
country place. But they would support me in any activity, going to the community concerts and
everything. And for thirteen years after, from the kids from the kindergarten, supplied me with
voices for my high school, Mount Hope High School.
AB: So they continued (EF: Continued . . .) then to have a relationship with you. (EF: Mmmhmm) Now was that a white community? Were there black kids in class?

EF : Yeah, there were black kids in Pax.
AB: Were they in your classes?
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EF: They were in my classes.
AB: How many are we talking about? Two or three?

EF: Not too many. Maybe four or five families or something like that.
AB: Four or five families. And how many students were you working with at Pax?

EF: That whole school.
AB: The whole school. So 200 ....

EF: Let me see ... maybe 200. I had classes from the kindergarten through the sixth grade.
AB: And the white parents and white teachers and white students (EF: Very cooperative)

received you well?

EF: Very cooperative, very cooperative.
RW-N: So th~t really helped you at Mount Hope, too then?

EF: Yeah, because we had, if we would have a little play or anything, that little building they had
was so packed, parents had to stay out-, stand outside. [Inaudible comment]
AB: Now, so you continued the relationship with Pax, you're still working full-time at Mount

Hope High School, and ...
EF: But still getting students into the music ...
AB: Coming from Pax.

EF: Into the music program.
RW-N: Because that's a feeder school.

EF: A feeder school. And they would come and they supplied the choir for 13 years.
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. That's interesting.
AB: And how did things develop for you at Mount Hope High School after that? Did you have
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any problems with the ....

EF: With one principal. [chuckling]

[tape blank for several seconds) At the beginning of the

year I would take my program, complete program, what I wanted to do in the choir, and uh, to
him to get it approved and assigned. And I remember one particular incident. We were going to
Fairmont State to sing. And the guidance teacher, who was later the uh, coach at Oak Hill High
School, but we were very .good friends. And I was very good friends with all the coaches,
because when I went to Mount Hope they didn't have but about one or two fellows in the choir,
you know. So I said ''I'm gonna get some voices." I got friendly with the football coaches.
Those football coaches would empty those whole teams into music at the end of the football
season. [all chuckling] So I really had a, had a good choir. That's the way I got the choir, by
being friendlyiwith the football coaches. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And uh, this is when we had, when
the North Central, I believe, visited the school. And I had three incidents that I got. . . .

He

didn't uh, let me see, Mr.-, the band man, which was black, and myself, we had the highest rating
and some of them, the teachers just stayed in our room. And uh, when we finished the
[inaudible], I would always go to the meetings, get-, buy new material and everything. Try to
keep up the part. And he assigned me-, well, I had them, the music class, seven music classes up
to the middle school up town. And all the music down to the high school. And two business
classes. Uh, three business classes. I don't know how I did it, [chuckling] but I did. And uh, he
took - we had [inaudible], the art teacher and I, he took that class away from us out there. I
don't know why. Anyv.,,ay ....
AB: Now this was the class that you developed with the art teacher lo prepare students (EF:
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Prepare students who were going to college) who were interested in going to college. (EF:

Mmm-hmm) And you all taught that class for a few years, and then the principal decided that you
should not have it any more.
EF: Just a choir, he just had me with choir. And no, no more history.

AB: No college prep any more.
EF: No more. And, uh, and then he would put any, any discipline problems the other teachers

had, he put them in music class.
AB: So you became a sort of a dumping ground?
EF: Dumping ground for music. Mr. uh, Mr. Baker could tell you that. I mean, I was a dumping,

it was a dumping ground, but I, I really worked with them. (AB: Mmm-hmm) I just had one
incident, and that was before I was going to uh, retire anyway. But uh, let me see, who was that
man, or the superintendent, a very dear friend? His sister taught; he was a very dear friend. I
said, "I'm getting ready to quit anyway." He said, ''No, Miss Fleming," he said, "not all-, after all
that."
AB: What was that incident, Mrs. Fleming?
EF: The incident was he had put a fellow in three ofmy classes who was on dope and he'd been

in a lot of problems. Well, usually in my classes, you know, if I'm working with a section, I'll
either get them to help me or either they will remain quiet ifI had a lot of work to do, and the
band room was in that same building. And he-, I think he was on dope. But see I didn't know
when a kid was on dope, because I was somewhere else when they came and talked about dope.
But I knew it was a kind of funny smell in the room and the kids and the fellows in the class ...
.and he kicked the drum. He did it twice and I just kind of looked at him, you know. /\.nd that
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boy called me every kind of name in the book. And so I uh ...
AB: Is this a white student?

EF: No, this was a black student. (AB: A black student, mmm-hmm) And so, I :finally got him
out of the room. So the boys said- all the fellows, white and black- said, "Mrs. Fleming, we
was waiting. Ifhe had gone up to you," said, "we were going to tear him up." [chuckling] But
after I got him downstairs and I told [the principal] and I called his mother, because I told his
mother. And he [the principal] said, "Well, you-, he can go back to your room. You all can work
out something." I said, "I can't work out anything with this fellow right now." I said, "You've
got to punish him in some kind of way." I said, "Because I-, if you allow him to do, to come back
to my class and did what he's said," I said, "I cannot control a kid in the class, cause they all ... "
And so [tape!blank for a few minutes]

[the superintendent investigated] this boy- he was a

good athlete- and had fallen out, they had put him out over at Vo-Tech. And the coach had put
him out on something. See, and he was on hjs trurd, which would expel him, you know. [tape
blank a few seconds]

And we worked out the problem. And when the boy came back, one of

the teachers said, "I'd never. . ." I said,
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"Yeah, I'll take him back." But I said, "All I want you to do is to get your work in here, and you
will pass if you get your work." [chuckling] One teacher told me, said, "I'd stay up all night
working out a test so he'd fail it." [laughing] I said, ''No, I'm not gonna do that." But he, he
apologized. He said, "I don't know why I did that, Miss Fleming."
AB: So did you have any more problems with that student after that?

EF: No, I never did.
[tape blank a few seconds]

EF: I was telling you once before that we had to go to Fayetteville, no, Fairmont High School.
And you know how kids are. They'll wail the last minute to bring their little money and fee. So I
had made a tape of the voices. And I carried it downstairs and got the check and everything.
Sent it to, to $end to Fairmont. Do you not believe that he [the principal] had sent his secretary ati.d I mailed it myself on the way to the junior high. He sent his secretary up there at four to get
it out of the mail.

AB: Really? \.Vhy, he didn't want you to go?
EF: He didn't want me to go cause he-, and he had never gotten the bus, you k.i1ow. (AB:
Mmm-hmm) So I went downstairs the next morning to get the balance of the fee and everything.
He said, "You're not going anyv.-here." I said, "\Vhy?" Well, the, the uh, guidance director, he
told me, he said , " He said you're not going to get the money ." He used some words lhat the
principal said: lhe D money. I said, 'Tli get the D money ifI ha ve to pul it in there myself."
[laughing] So -. .ve uh, went downstairs l hat morning. A.nd, uh, she said-, she was teiling me what
happened. Ohh , I was so upset. I said , "1 have prepared these kids and I have lold them ihai they

c1re go mg. A nd you sc1y ihey can'i go. '' So iben I cailed lhc s upi.:rin icndent.
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I said [to the principal], ''Now if you don't want us to do anything but have a Christmas program
and sing for the commencement, tell me and that's what I will do." And I said, "I just want to
know what you're doing." And so the superintendent said, "Oh, that's no problem, Ms.
Fleming." Said, "We, uh, the football team and the basketball team, they call up in a day," and
said," we get buses and everything." But it was too late for a bus, so they made them get two
vans. And we went to Fairmont. (AB: And you did go?) Did go. I said, "These kids, I've been
preparing these kids. They're ready to go, and it's an experience to go to Fairmont College and
everything."
AB: And you had submitted that with your year's program early on (EF: Early on) so he knew

that, your plan and had not told you that it was not what he wanted.

EF: . .. wantqd. And I said, "All you have to do is tell me." I said, "If you don't want to do the
same for commencement, that's what I'll do." [The principal was sent to another school
placement.]
[tape blank for a sew seconds]
AB: They moved him somewhere else. And the next principal that came along?

EF: Oh, was Mr. Scott Williams. I don't know whether you know him. Well, he taught in the
upper part of the state; he left. He said-, I said, "I'm getting ready to go." He said, "Oh, Miss
Fleming, don't go." He said, "When I went to the first football game, and I saw how different
kids coming in and liking you," he said, "we need a teacher." I said, "Well, I'm, I'm tired."
[chuckling] So I interviewed about forty kids for the next teacher, you know, and had them there.
(AB: Mmm-hmm) But she was coming from uh, elementary school to take the job. And I think
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she took-, but she didn't-, went back to elementary, she just couldn't do anything with them. And
so, he came back; said, "Come out ofretirement." I said, ''No." [chuckling] But I did come out
of retirement to go when they had a, a federal program. We didn't have-, I didn't have to go but
one day a week. And I think it paid $125 for the day or something like it. No, $75 an hour.
(AB: Oh) So I took that for two years. And but, then after then, and I see some of the kids now
that are in junior high. "When are you coming back, Miss Fleming?" I said, ''Never!" [laughing]
Never.
AB: So do you think that your problems with (the other principal] (EF: I think it ... ) had any

connection to race?
EF: I think so. Because he-, we said that, but now he may have been just a different type

personality, cause so many people did not get along with him. [tape blank for a few seconds]
RW-N: It sounds though that you were pretty successful with a variety of kids. What do you
think made you a successful teacher?
EF: Well, I had some experiments-, experiences, when I was coming along. Like, you know,

what I told you about black and all that. And I said, "Well, I'll never do that when I teach. I'll
never treat a kid like that."
RW-N: Take me back for a moment. You said you had some experiences that you had told us
about, like-remind-, refresh my memory for that.
EF: Oh, you know when I was graduating, like being valedictorian. (RW-N: Yes, okay) And I

said, "I will never mistreat a kid like that." (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And I was determined that I
was going to really work with every kid, regardless.
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AB: So color then-black, white, whatever skin tone was-did not make any difference (EF: Did
riot make any difference) to you. But you were determined that if you worked with the students,
they would never feel that kind of hurt or rejection. (EF: Yes, mmm-hmm) And that contributed
to your success with children.
EF: I think so. That it's like Ollie said, I, I would give myself to them. But, uh, I would, you

know. (RW-N: What does .. ) Like a teacher was saying, "Well, you-." I don't have any voice
now. And believe it not, when you look, I used to give concerts and everything. But I would just
work with the kid. And I guess I used my voice, bass, tenor, anything, just to get a kid up. And
I, I maybe-, Sharon said, "Mommy, maybe you should write some of your methods that you used
to get a kid to sing or to get a kid to play." Some things I would use, a car, and piano; I used the
car quite a bit. And I had two sayings. Now, if you go to any kid now, uh, first thing they'd say,
" Miss Fleming say 'Use your eyes, ears and intelligence,' " and they would just automatically say
that when 1-, when they say, "You go to Miss Fleming. Use your eyes, ears and intelligence."
And those three things I would always stress within a kid. I'd put it on first thing, put it on the
board. And then another thing, another little saying I would-, "Music is a portrait,'' -I don't
know where I got it from-"Music is a portrait of sound painted on a background of silence."
And I just sort of drilled those two sayings within my kids.

RW-N: So you had special phrases that you thought would help kids. And you kept, as you say,
drilling it, telling them, to make it meaningful to them. Uh, and you sometimes used analogies,
this is like whatever it is.
E F: Yes. I'd say, "When you driving a car, what do you do? Fifteen miles is too much." (RWN: Right)

I said, "So what you do is get-, be accurate." I said, "When you become accurate,
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about the steering, you just automatic-, the speed just automatically comes."
RW-N: And it sounded also that in addition to some of the techniques you have, that you had
expectations for them, for their behavior, and you weren't afraid to set those (EF: Right)
expectations, is that correct?

EF: And I never did .. .I never did holler at a kid, never. I just use soft voice. One time,
[chuckling] I have one experience I hollered at a kid. And that kid, you know, and Mrs.Hundley,
Veretta Hundley, she said, "I thought you went crazy." (chuckling] This kid, I knew the kid's
father. He was an alcoholic and everything. But before, it was so, I played for a church in
Garden; that's where he was. But he had a lovely mother. And that was the first home I visited.
And his mother had sent him to Berea College. If you see him now-course he's at home these-,
you know-):oU would have never would have believed that he had been to college. And so I
knew him well. And he had a lot of kids. And he made those kids-now believe this-this same
kid that I had the problem with, he cut his father and put him in the hospital. But the father was
drinking at the time. And so he told-, you know, the early days you used the paddle [chuckling],
so I used the paddle on him. "She's not gonna hit me." I used the paddle on him, just twisted the
paddle. I said I could just twist the paddle and know what to do with it. And so, when we were
going-, coming back, I was between classes. I was over at Miss Hundley's and he was coming to
Miss Hundley's class. And he was a, oh, big fellow, you know, with the bald head. And he came
into the-, Miss Hundley's room. He was mad cause I had paddled him and the kids, the kids had
told [inaudible], "She not gonna paddle me." And he hovered over me, and was coming up at me
[inaudible] a chair. And the janitor had a table that he was fixing [inaudible]. And I just took
(inaudible]. J said, "Boy, if you come near me, I'll split your head wide open with this!" Miss
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Hundley said, "I never heard you open your mouth like that." She said, "I thought you'd gone
crazy." [laughing] And that boy backed down. And then later on, I learned his father was in the
hospital and he had put his, put his father. I said, "Oh, Miss Hundley, suppose he had [inaudible
words] and killed me. Because he was so big. (RW-N: Yeah) (AB: Mmm-hmm). And that's,
you know, that's. . . . And do you not know that the father came. He said, "Miss Fleming, that
boy, he's gonna apologize and he better not-, I told all my kids they'd better respect you."
AB: This is the same father that was in the hospital, though?

EF: Yes. That the son had cut.
AB: This is the son that went to Berea College?

EF: The boy's father (AB: Father, oh, had gone to Berea College.) had gone to Berea College.
And I knew his mother and his father. But 1-, they lived in the Fayetteville area. So I didn't, you
know, I didn't, didn't know what happened to the boy because he was such a nice fellow when I
played for the church over there. And his mother, she was the head of a missionary, and I don't
know, his mother died and I really don't know what happened between that time that caused him
to go off and be a alcoholic like that. (AB and RW-N: Mmm-hmm) About, uh, two months ago
I was up in the Stadium and I went by and visited him and he was tickled to death. I think he was
waiting to see if he could get a kidney or whatever it is, but he's in a bad way.

RW-N: Where was this?
EF: Uh, they live in Stadium, in what you call Stadium Terrace.

RW-N: Oh, it's an area called Stadium Terrace. (EF: Uh-huh, it ' s right at the end of town.)
Okay, uh-huh, okay.
EF : And his father, alcohol's just about eat ing him up. But he was so glad to see me. l said,
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"I'm gonna stop by here and see him."

AB: The same boy that you paddled?
EF: No, no, no. This was the father.

AB: Oh, you're seeing the father. You don't know what happened to the boy?
EF: No, I don't know what happened to him. Now he has other children that I do know.

AB: But this is the only child you ever yelled at? (EF: Yelled out) [EF chuckling] And the only
one you ever paddled?
EF: Oh, no, not the only one I ever paddled. (AB: You paddled others?) I've paddled others at

Du Bois, you know. And then of course when we integrated, the paddling days were [almost]
over, you know. And so, and uh, every one of the boys [inaudible comments]. I put the paddle
away myself after that. [laughter] But we-, ifwe didn't paddle them, we always sent them to Mr.
Chiles or Jim Brooks, uh, Mr. Scott, to paddle, you know. That's the way they did down there.
Those men took charge of the discipline. But uh, I guess you didn't hurt-, my father and them,
they-, oh, no, he took the belt on my children, so it didn't hurt. You know, I guess it didn't hurt.
I think this abuse thing came about is when-I shouldn't say this-but I think, cause my daughter
teaches and she has some kindergarten kids, they're white. She only has about one black in her
room. They came with black eyes; I think the fathers take their fist on 'em. They must because ..
END TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 2
EF: ... they had not the respect for their parents, as black kids have for their parents.

AB: So yo u saw a difference in the kind of discipline that black children were rece iving and the
kind of discipline that white children were receiving at home. (EF: At home) And the respect the
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black children had was not the same ...
EF: as the way a white kid. Cause if you would take one to the office and the parents come up,
they would talk right in the office. (AB: In front of the child?) No, the child would talk right in
front of the parents in the office.
RW-N: You mean in the way they talked to the parents (EF: In the way they talked to the

parent~ .. you could tell there was a lack of respect.
EF: Respect and discipline in the home. (RW-N: Yes, uh-huh) Whereas if you would bring uh ..
. . But now I think it's a little different; they are so integrated they have taken on ways of each
other and copied it. But, u~ in those days you could tell.
RW-N: So you mean the black kids now have copied from the white kids?

EF: Some of them.
RW-N: And some of them have not learned good lessons.

EF: No. [chuckling] I'll tell you one incident. When we first integrated, I think that the white

kids were copying manners after the black kids. But now it's sort of changed around. They're
together and, you know, the kids are outside the door. They'd be kissing, going-, you see how
they kiss. Well, that didn't happen in DuBois school. But as soon as we got to the white school,
there was kissing and going on and then our kids started copying them. But still it's not as much
among the blacks as it is among the whites.
RW-N: So you don't see that that behavior evolved over time. But you're saying that almost

immediately you noticed that there were different things going on with the whites.
EF: But no, it, it, with the, with the-, well, the white kids already did those things.
RW-N: Yes, did it, right. Mmm-hmm.
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EF: But the black kids eventually, they started to copy. If you notice their little boom boxes.
You see just as many whites as you do blacks with them. Or if you see the clothes that they're
wearing, you see almost as many whites as you do blacks. So they're, you know, copying after
each other.
AB: So as you look back on those years of teaching now, how do you feel about your time as a

teacher?

EF: I enjoyed it. I really [did]. When, you know, when I get to music, I don't what happened.
Even with the choirs I have now. And they say, "Miss Fleming," they say, "is time up?" I say,"
Well, what time-?" I just, I don't think about time. (AB: Mmm-hmm) When I get to music, I
never think about time, I enjoy it so much. And uh, I could, right now, if I'm down or feeling
bad (RW-N: Uh-huh) maybe I can go to the piano. When my mother was here with me, living
with me, I liked practicing at night, 10, 12 o'clock. She'd say, "Eunice, you'll be disturbing ... "
I'd say, "I'm not playing that loud." [laughing] But music just, as they say, soothes the savage
beast. Music just does something for me. And I could, if I can start in, I could go all day and half
the night and never get tired. But I notice now, when we went to Gallipolis, Ohio with this
group. And uh, oh, I just-, they said, "Well, I've never seen [a] 77 year old woman with that
much energy." [chuckling] But when I got back home the next day, it had drained me. (AB:

Mmm-hmrn, you were tired.) Very tired.
AB: So you stopped teaching then, after a very full career. (EF: Mmm-hmm) And got

immediately involved, it seems, in other work. (EF: Other work) Or was that other work going
on at the same time that you were teaching?

EF: Some of it. (AB: Mrnrn-hmm) But not, not all of that. As I was teaching, I used to sing
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with the Beckley Choral Society. And uh, one time I did sing once or twice with the Charleston
group. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But that, that was too far and too much involved.

AB: You were in Honey in the Rock, you said?
EF: Honey in the Rock, seven years.
AB: The musical, the dramatic performance that takes place (EF: Yes) over at Beckley each
summer (EF: Summer) inthe park there. You sang with them?

EF: Sang with them. (AB: For seven years.) And, and, you know, when we had uh, what was
his name? Norman Fagan. You know he went-, they were really good friends, and Jim Andrews,
because I went to school with him in Huntington.

AB: Mmm-hmm. These were--Jim Andrews and Norman Fagan were at the Cultural Center in
Charleston.

!

EF: Cultural Center, mmm-hmm. And any time I would want-like in our church we had an
anniversary and so I, I had charge of it. And I had a year and then for a month or two I had
different artists here. I brought Jamie Williams here. And uh, then I also brought Jester
Hairston here. That was experience. And Norman Fagan and Jim Andrews just rode up in the
van for me.

AB: This was a grant that they were helping you to get through Arts and Humanities. (EF:
helping to get ... to bring, mmm-hmmm) Yes, to pay for these artists.

EF: To pay for these artists.
AB: So you then, in addition to your teaching, did this community work and now you continue to
work with chmch choirs.

EF: Well, my-, yeah, church choirs, you would say. One is the association choir, convention
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choir. And the community choir has most ofmy time.
AB: Uh-huh. And so the convention is the singing convention (EF: Yes) that meets in this area.
(EF: Each Sunday) What is the name of that singing convention?
EF: Number Two.
AB: Singing Convention Number Two. (EF: Mmm-hmm) And how many of those conventions

are there, do you know?
EF: Let me see, there's a New Era, Winding [inaudible], in this area. Number Two, New River.

And then there was some down in the valley. And uh, really like the ones in this area, Number
Two and New River, I'm talking, combining. Cause they don't reach the churches. Even the
state chorus. And so Reverend Lewis and I don't agree. [chuckling]
AB: This is Reverend Lewis over at Hilltop?

EF: Over at Hilltop, you know. And one time he wanted me to be the dean of music, you know,

whenever what's-her-name was sick. What's her name? But she died in a car accident. (AB:
Jean... ) Jean [inaudible name] was sick. Well, he was working her to death. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
And so he asked me would I consider being the dean of music of the state. I told him I would try.
So I worked out a program. I first tried to find out how many [churches in the state] were
involved in it. And actually, there were maybe about four or five churches involved. And I say the
purpose is to involve all the choirs in the state. And I said you can't uh, they can't do that by
having some local person without-, they have no expertise. So I contacted-, and Ollie was coming
to do one thing. And what is that man's name? He died; he was a composer from Atlanta. He
was ...
AB:

Wendell Waylan?
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E:F: Wendell Waylan. And I said, "Lord," and I told my brother-in-law then, and we got in touch
with him and he said he would be glad to come up and do that. And I had worked out a program
wherein you would have-, involve every-, children, you know, church children and pastor and all
that, you know, different phases. Something like on the order that Hampton University does.
And I worked out. And then I got Jim Andrews, who was down there. And they worked, they
were gonna work out some funds for funding this, depending on how many churches it would
touch. And I got with them, worked out funding and how much each church would contribute; it
would be a small amount when they would fund. So he said, "Well, if you get Arts and
Humanities, you'll be ... " I said, "The Arts and Humanities money is for blacks as well as
whites." I told him that; see, you know, [inaudible]. That had gotten, some other program got it.
I said, "We~, don't you want ... " So I just told 'em, I said, "Well, you're not ready for me and
I'm not ready for you." So we just let that go. [chuckling]
AB: But the singing conventions come together on the fifth Sunday. (EF: Fifth Sunday) And just
a group of people to sing. (EF: To sing) And then ...
EF: And to have preaching. And that's it.
AB: And that's it. And where do you meet?
EF: Well, the Number Two has uh, they've built a building in Harlem Heights.
AB: In Harlem Heights, I know that building.
EF: Okay. The New River has these meetings church to church.

AB: Mmm-hmm. And you sometimes come together. All of the conventions, never do. They all
(EF: Not that I know of) remain in their (EF: Remain in their little individual things.) individual
little pockets.
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EF: With two, maybe three; I know New River has ... three.
RW-N: Now it seems like you have a very active life with your music, right, and you took-I

mean, not only did you work, but all kinds of things connected to the community. Was there ever
a time to do other kinds of leisure things, activity things? Did you belong to other kinds of
organizations? Did you travel? (EF: AKAs) The AK.As?
EF: Aren't you a AKA? [directed to AB]
AB: I'm a Delta.
EF: Oh, my goodness! Someone told me you were an AKA. [laughing]
RW-N: She's a traitor. [laughter by all]
EF: Yes, she is. I could have gone Delta, but I didn't. I didn't. (RW-N: uh-huh)
AB: You joined the sorority while you were in college?
EF: In college. Now, I was, even Basileus. [this is president of the organization]
AB: I saw that on, on the paper there. So you continued with the sorority.
EF: The sorority for awhile.
AB: What about other clubs or so? Did you belong to any other social clubs?
EF: No, I never did belong. I never. ..
AB: Never played cards or, or anything like that?
EF: No. · We, now I have a friend that we play a little, a few little cards. But I just can't deal with

cards all night. Like I, just never could.
RW-N: And did you ever go out dancing much? (EF: Not much) Or go to lodges or... ?
EF: Now the lodge had a little Christmas party; they invite me and so forth. But I never did,

never. ..
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AB: You were not a member of Eastern Star or anything like that?
EF: Nothing like that. I never was a social bug. And, you know, and I never did [inaudible], I
just, you know, never was a...

RW-N: You never cared about dressing up in your finery and ...
EF: Dressing up and all that kind of stuff.

AB: In addition to your work with the choirs, you also have some piano students. (EF: Yes) Did
you do that while you were teaching high school as well?

EF: Teaching high school as well.

AB: You taught them in the evenings (EF: In the evenings) and on weekends or so?
EF: And on the weekends. And then one of the things I did-and I don't know whether it was
appreciated pr not; it doesn't make any difference. The black kids did not-, I don't think they had
a background in music like the white kids. And I was interested in blacks going to these things,
too. And on many evenings I brought kids home, maybe taught 'em by rote or something, so that
they could enter into these state contests and festivals and everything. I even had a, this girl I was
telling you, Greenwald, carried her to [inaudible] to a piano festival and everything. And so I, you
know, worked with kids and helped them.

RW-N: So you were especially interested in helping some of the black kids? (EF: Yes) Some of
the women have talked to us about especially wanting to do that for the black children. Almost
like, kind of like raising the race kind of, you know, being-. They might have been a good
teacher to all kids, but they had special concerns about doing that for black children. That sounds
like some of that for you.

EF: Well, now I had some white ones [inaudible] that I brought to the house, too.
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RW-N: You had some white that you worked with, too. Right.
EF: One fellow up town, what did they call him? Moon, that's what they called him. He has this
place up town that you eat. And uh, his mother said he was into drugs and sometimes he went
out [inaudible] (RW-N: And this was a white kid?) White kid. And I brought him down and
practiced him [inaudible]. And his mother was so [pleased]. And another, another family, Sears
family; they were white. And I carried them. But their parents were so nice. When we'd go to
all-state, the parents of the Sears gave me the credit card, supplied the car, and everything. (AB:

Mmm-hmm) Well, uh, black kids just don't have that.
AB: Any kind of parental involvement, (EF: Uh, yes.) or money to do those things?

EF: The money to do those things with. And I've, I guess if I'd be rich, if I'd take in the evening
gowns I bought for them and things so they can appear. If they were talented. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
The parents just don't have it. It's the same way, we went to this church up in Gallipolis. And
uh, somebody gave them the land. This was a white church. And somebody else gave them this
beautiful church. And Memorial Baptist, up on the hill that I used to sing in the summertime, they
didn't have a-, they'd give the choir a vacation. And I would go up there and sing. Well, one of
the ladies that owned a furniture company, they supplied more money so that the uh, conductor
could stay there. And one other family gave them an $85,000 organ. We don't have that in our
church. And we want to build a church now, but we don't have a carpenter. We don't have
anybody who owns it. I think they said it's a black that owns part of them, that owns a car place.
But he [inaudible]. We don't have anybody. We have people working in the car places, but we
don't have owners in the car places. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) So we can't afford that, those things.
And I understand that, you know, now. But now, my brother's out-, my son out in California,
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where they have a lot of basketball players-one basketball player-they're building a church and
one basketball player's donating a wing. (AB: Mmm-hrnm) But see now we don't have that
around here.
AB: Might we talk for a bit about your two children, your son and your daughter? Which is

older? (EF: The daughter) Your daughter is older. And her name is what?
EF: Sharon. Sharon Bradley.
RW-N: When was she born?

EF: Lord, don't ask me. [chuckling]
RW-N: How old is she, do you know?

EF: She's about, uh, she's close to 50, I think. (RW-N: Uh-huh)
AB: And your son's name?

EF: Kenneth Michael.
AB: Kenneth Michael. (EF: Fleming) Fleming.
RW-N: But do you call him Michael?

EF: I call him Mike. (RW-N: Mike, yes, okay) I never have called him Kenneth. And when [they

[went to California], they said, "We know you're here, cause we don't hear anybody saying
'Michael.'" (AB: Except you.) But me.
AB: And your-, both your children finished high school here at Mount Hope High School?

EF: Now my-, yeah, both, both of them. But I had an experiment with that. You know I told

you there was a little prejudice. [chuckling]
AB: No, tell us about that again.

EF: Okay. My daughter started up there at Du Bois Elementary. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And that
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was the days that you had to buy books for them. And her friends-one lady who didn't like me
too much-her friends, they accepted their friends. You know you have to be-, what was it, five
or six before October? (AB: In order to start school) To start school. (AB: Yes) Well, her
friends, one of them wasn't til March. She was April. Well, there was nothing I could do about
it. She said, "Well, your daughter's not old enough." But they let-, they allowed her friends to
go. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And my daughter could not go. And nothing I could do about it, because
that's, that's the rule.
AB: Now, but do you think that that's a color-related thing, as well?

EF: Could be.
AB: That they let some children begin school at a (EF: Earlier) certain age, but did not let the
others go. (~F: The others) Mmm-hmm.
EF: And, uh, you know, the teachers' and so forth, teachers' children (inaudible].
RW-N: But you were a teacher, too.

EF: I wasn't. Not in the group. I never was in the group. [laughing] Socially. I never was.
AB: In the social group. So you think there were social favors that were being paid.

EF: Yeah, uh-huh, because, you know, when they'd have parties. One of the principals there,
"Well, we don't like who you're going to marry." You know, and uh...
RW-N: So we won't invite you?

EF: I got invited but they didn't want him to come. So my mother say, "What kind of parties are
you having?" You know, my mother just-, she would talk and run her mouth. She said, when I-,
she was working for whites----she' d say, "When they have parties they got lights and shades on
and everything. What kind of parties are you having?" But uh, I never, I never was in the social-,
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that could be that I was so much younger than the teachers. I think that had more to do with it.
AB: Mmm-hrnm. So your daughter starts school and doesn't get to go in first grade, along with
her friends?

EF: No, they called it primer. (AB: Primer) Okay. Okay, when they went halfway-, the, the
second semester of the primer, they put you in the first grade. Well, when she did go and then she
got halfway, they just had her in the primer all the time, and she was a smart kid, if I have to say
so myself. [chuckling]

AB: So they didn't advance her (EF: the way the others) the way others were being advanced.
EF: And so when they open up Mount Hope Elementary to blacks, I just sent my kids on up
there. I sent her on up there. I said, "Well, she couldn't, couldn't be treated any worse. And if
she's a good 1student, they will recognize it." And uh, so she uh, and of course, the boy never did
go to the black school. He, he always went to the white school. (AB: And ... ) Cause they had
two schools going on at the same time.

And it was your choice, if you wanted to go.

(AB:

Mmm-hmm) And so I just sent mine on up there.
AB: And how did they fare at that school?
EF: Fine.

AB: Had no problems?
EF: No problems.

AB: And they stayed in those schools through graduation?
EF: No, they stayed in, uh, well, when they went and graduated, they had to go to the high
school, you know. (AB: Uh-huh) But in the elementary school, they were the first two blacks up
there. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
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RW-N: What's their age difference?

EF: Uh, he was, when I went to Marshall, she was-, he was five and she was nine. So there's
four years.
AB: Four years difference. So, but they had no problems in schools. (EF: No, they didn't.) And

your daughter graduated from high school first (EF: Yeah) and what did she do when she
graduated from high school?
EF: When she graduated from high schooL she went down to Marshall. But she wanted
experience in a black school. So then we changed her to Bluefield. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But then,
you know, the, the dormitory blew up and they had to stay outside. And uh, so uh ... and she
married a boy ... (AB: She graduated from Bluefield?) She graduated from Bluefield. (AB: With
her degree, t~aching degree) Uh-huh. And I guess it was childhood. Then she went to uh, West
Virginia U and got a master's in early childhood. She wants to get her doctorate, but with the
kids and responsibilities ....
RW-N: And she has how many children?

EF: Two. No, no, she has, one, two, three, four. (RW-N: Yeah, okay, I think we saw a picture
were it seemed like she had a good-sized family.)
AB: And where does she live?

EF: She lives in Beckley.
RW-N: And she's a teacher where now?

EF: Cranberry Prosperity. (RW-N: Uh-huh) Now she taught for awhile, I think for seven years,
at Scarbro here. And then she went to Beckley and she was on this testing program where, all
over that county, three counties. Then she got into-, cause she didn't want to take a job
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somewhere out. Somewhere, somewhere, they wanted to send her. So she just went on the
testing program. And then when Cranberry Prosperity job opened up, and she's been there now
for twenty-some years almost.
RW-N: So she lives quite near you? (EF: Yes, quite near) And so I guess that there' s lots of
communication between you? (EF: Yes, lots) Yes, you see her a lot or talk to her a lot?

EF: All the-, every day. [laughing] (RW-N: Every day.) Every day.
RW-N: And the grand-kids then have been close to you? (EF: Yes)
AB: And you have one granddaughter who-, and great-granddaughter who lives with you? (EF:
Yes, with me.) Now then, your son, when he graduated from high school, what did he do?

EF: Well, he went to, yeah, he went to Marshall because see I carried him to Marshall. But then,
uh, Mr. Greeri and Mr. Lewis, Dr. Lewis, uh, was-, had a lot to do with him [phrase edited out by
EF] going to Tennessee State. And he wanted some-, they both wanted some experience in going
to a black school. So he went to Tennessee State and he graduated from Tennessee State.
AB: Mmm-hmm. And then what did he do?

EF: Well, then he went to St. [Louis], no, he went to uh, North Carolina. Well, for a year or
something. Not, not a year; this was a summer. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And took up a little law. Then
he went on out to uh, St. Louis, Missouri. He taught one year in music. He said he ... he enjoyed
the experience. But he decided he, you know how they do, he decided he wasn't going to do in
music. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And then he got, got a job at uh, managing affirmative action for a bus
company. And then he saw an ad in the paper for California. So they flew him out, this company
flew him out to California. SMUD flew him to California. (AB: SMUD?) S-M-U-D. (AB:
Really. ) And he became the head of affirmative action for that company. And then he moved to
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the city. I've got a big article about him. Then he moved [inaudible], Affirmative Action for the
city. So that's where he works now.
AB: So he remains in California. (EF: In California) Is that Los Angeles?

EF: No, Sacramento. (AB: In Sacremento)

RW-N: Now how much formal education does he have?
EF: He has just, well, he finished law school. (RW-N: Yes, he finished law school.) In the last,
last, in the last ... [summer].

RW-N: And what law school was that?
EF: Uh... (AB: North Carolina Central?) No, no, no. No, no, no. He finished law school at,
uh, it's a small school at ... (RW-N: In what state?) ... California.

RW-N: In California he finished, uh-huh.
AB: But he started in North Carolina.

EF: North Carolina. It wasn't North Carolina State. What was that? But it was close to ....
They worked together, Duke and this school.

RW-N: Uh-huh. And he has children?
EF: Two.

RW-N: Uh-huh, uh-huh. And you visit out there?
EF: Yes, I visit out there.

RW-N : Yes, uh-huh. You mentioned that your children both wanted experiences in the black
school. (EF: Yes) Can you talk a little bit more about that? What do you think was that
experience all about? Why would that be different for them? What would they get out of it?
EF: I, now my bro-, my son said, it's much more . .. oh, how does he say it? Well, social activities
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and uh-when we were in high school, I'll tell you this. I thought, you know how-, I say, you
brainwash, the white[inaudible] know it all, and I guess maybe they did, too. But, as I got into
the school I found out, even on their assembly programs, they had a little stupid, silly[chuckling]. And our assembly programs meant something. We-, say for instance, when we had
assembly programs, we worked with something down at State; they brought in Jessie Owens, Bill
Board Jackson, what's the, uh, ....this, uh, literature man. What's his name? (AB: Langston
Hughes?) Langston Hughes. And, you know, we just had programs. And when we had
assembly programs, our assembly programs meant something. They had a lot of dignity and
everything. And uh, and I found that there was not as much culture in any, in the white school.
They had, the kids would have-, he'd say we'd let the kids do this. Let the kids do this. And I
say, now this i~ what I think. I may be wrong. I think kids need a lot of guidance and so forth as
they're young. As to what to do and what-, you just don't let a kid get up and do all these little
stupid, silly things.

RW-N: So you think the black schools gave more of that? (EF: More culture) And more, more
thoughtfulness into cultural (EF: Cultural things) things and teaching kids those kinds of things.
AB: So when your children were graduating from high school, they wanted that part of the black

experience. (EF: Yes, they did.) They wanted the social life and some of the other things that
were (EF: other things) available to them on a black college campus.
EF: And he said he would, he would never, [inauduble] said, experiment going in, uh, fraternity,

you know, and things like that.

RW-N: Do you think then that, uh, black, that black children lost something?
EF: Lost. You'd ever read .. .I can't say... you ever read that book, who 's that wrote that book?
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I tell you what it's called cause Miss Hundley had it. Integration Is a Bitch. [chuckling] Well, I
mean, that's the name of the book, I'm not saying [inaudible]. (AB: I understand.) (RW-N:
Yes.) But it tells you a lot of things, you know. Because when you go into the integration, this is
our school, you're coming to our school.

RW-N: You mean when the black kids ... (EF: Go into, black teachers, anything ... ) into white ..
., uh-huh.

EF: You're coming to our school.
RW-N: So you're the strangers coming into our school.
EF: ... school. And everything that you had, it was nothing. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm)
They even threw, in, in Du Bois, they even threw away all those trophies. You know, Mr.
Hundley was an excellent business teacher. He carried those kids to all these state things in
Bluefield and State and everything. And they got experience. (RW-N: So all that history is lost.)
And he [inaudible] when they-, they threw all those trophies away. And when I came in I carried
those kids to different things. Down Tech, [probably refers to what is now WV U Institute of
Technology], West Virginia State, Bluefield State, everything like that. And won trophies. We
don't know where they are.

RW-N: I'm not following you. What-, when you came in as a teacher (AB: Teacher at Mount
Hope, I mean at Du Bois) ....

EF: I gave those kids, those kids in there, some of those kids, when we went to Bluefield ...
RW-N: Oh, you're saying those kids went on to all kinds of colleges?
EF: Activities that the college would do for high school. (RW-N: Uh-huh, okay) Okay. When I
went to Bluefield , I'm surprised-, and l carried five parents. Some of those kids had never been
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any farther than the mall at Hills. Well, I carried them over there. They didn't-with five
teachers, five parents-they didn't even know, had never been in a motel. (RW-N: Mrnm-hmm)
AB: These are white children?
EF: White children. (RW-N: White children, right.) Never been in a motel. Now it could be the

area that we live in. That's the reason I [inaudible] that. But most of those kids had never been
any farther than a mall, over Beckley.
AB: Now if I understand what you're saying, it is that there were certain experiences that the

teachers in the public schools, in the black schools, provided for the black (EF: for those kids)
students, such as involving them in state-wide meetings and competitions and taking them to West
Virginia State College, to Bluefield, and to other places.
EF: Or to chjamatics. You know Mrs. Greer? They had dramatic contests and all that. And I

guess that was, that was in, that, the kids-, we carried the kids. And then staying there. They
could see the capitol and they could go, you know. (RW-N: And that got lost.) On a college
campus, involved there.
AB: And the white students had not had those same kinds of opportunities... (EF: hadn't had

those experiences, no)
RW-N: And so the black kids lost some of that (EF: Lost that) then at integration.
EF: They could not have their clubs. You-, well, you know, it looked like to me, you'd have

some idea. And then in some of the white clubs, they could not get into. I liked this black,
Woodrow-, I'm going to compare Woodrow and ... cause I did, I was offered to teach in music at
Woodrow (RW-N: High school?) High school. Well, they had more money; it was three or five
hundred dollars. And I got the job. And they held it open and I resigned and they would not
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accept my resignation. (AB: From Mount Hope.) From Mount Hope. But see, I didn't have to
have recommendation. Cause I had worked in Honey In the Rock and sung in the community
choir and everything and all that, and worked in some of those clubs and things. So I didn't have
to have any recommendations from Mount Hope to get that job.
AB: Mmm-hmm. So you got the job but Mount Hope wouldn't release you. (EF: wouldn't

release me) So you didn't get to take it.
EF: But they released the art man to go up to Moundsville and work for two years. And he
came back to the job.
AB: But they wouldn't release you?
EF: Wouldn't release me.
RW-N: Let me ask you something. Would you undo integration in the schools, if you could?
EF: Not necessarily so. I don't think so.
RW-N: Tell me why.
EF: Well, they did have, say, for instance, when I know when I first started teaching in the black

schools, my salary was $200 a month. We did not have the same books. But black teachers get
out, sell candy, and all that to get these kids so that they could have some books or same
experiences. Uh, I'll tell you what I did in the, in the white school, when I was in the white
school. He gave me general business. Okay, Mr. Cannady, I think Mr. Cannady and somebody
else was on this uh ....
RW-N: Would you spell that please?
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EF: C-a-n-n-, I think it's C-a-n-n-a-d-y; he used to [inaudible]. You don't know him; that's
before your time. Anyway, he was working for Combine [Insurance] ... he was on this, this, some
kind of state committee where they would come in and tell black kids about scholarships and so
forth. Anyway, he said he'd been trying to get into Mount Hope High School to tell them, he and
another fellow. Okay, the day-, when I taught general business I did this, and I guess the principal
[chuckling] doesn't know it, but I'll tell it anyway now. When I taught general business, they had
careers and insurances and all the different things. I put up a bulletin board. If, if they were
talking about insurance, then I'd go and look through everything and everything and find all the
pictures of black insurances and put them up there so these kids would know that there were
black insurance companies, that there were black banks. As we talked about it in uh, I just
changed my bulletin board every time. And so when they got into careers-no, when they were
talking about-, now this is right there in the school. They had a counselor, and I know it was a
lady counselor. She didn't put up anything, some of the kids did not know that they had to take
an ACT test or a what's-her-name test? (AB: SAT) SAT. And they were calling, the children,
you know, I was pretty close to some of those kids in the music. And a girl-cause she played-I
said," I wonder why they're calling you all in there." She said, "Oh, Miss Fleming, I got my
college ready and ACT test ready, what I'm supposed to do." I say, "You have?" [chuckling]
And I said, "Why are they not calling any black kids?" And she did that, and she didn't have
[anything] up until this man came about ACT tests and different colleges. And these kids didn't
know anything about taking an ACT test. They didn't know anything but Tech, Marshall, and uh,
West Virginia U.
AB: Now are you saying that the information that black kids would have needed to prepare
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themselves (EF: themselves) for college by taking the test, (EF: It was not put. .. ) was not, was
not available to them?

EF: Was not made available to them And so when I got to careers and how to-, and going to
college in the book, and I told them, I told her-, I told our principal. I said I'm having a speaker
to come in and, you know, on this portion of my lesson.

RW-N: Now what schoo.l is this that you're talking about?
EF: Mount Hope High School. (RW-N : Uh-huh)
AB: Did the principal object to the speaker?

EF: No, because he didn't know what I was ... [chuckling] doing. I said [inaudible]. (RW-N: He
didn't know what you were doing?) So I bought-, this many people say, "We've been trying to
get in this school for the longest, to tell the kids (RW-N: Uh-huh) what they had to do to go to
college, what, you know." And the guidance, [inaudible] I said, "These kids don't know."
AB: These were black speakers that were coming into the college and they had been wanting to
come to recruit or to provide information (EF: come into the high school to provide information
to these kids) and the high school would not invite them, I guess.

EF: That's what he told me.

RW-N: Now how do you think the white kids got this information?
EF: The uh, the uh counselor called them to the office. (RW-N: Oh, the counselors [inaudible])
Over the speaker and they would be calling this one and that. (RW-N: I see.) And I said, "Why
you all going to the office?" I said, "Why are they calling you all?" So, uh, the white girl told me,
said, "Miss Fleming, we're getting our college ready," and said, "getting ready to take our ACT
test and all that kind of stuff." And I had an office. You know, I had the music office. After
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school I called these kids and I said, "Don't you know so and so and so and so getting ready?
And I remember Tuskaloosa came up, uh, college, black college, came up.
AB: Tubulo?

EF: Tuskaloosa. (RW-N: Tuskaloosa) Alabama, the college that's there. They came up, too.
They never had them on career day, you know. They had this big career day. And the kids didn't
know anything but Tech and uh (RW-N: The local schools) the local schools.
RW-N: You're talking about West Virginia Tech, Marshall, and State, I suppose.

EF: No, they didn't know much about State. (RW-N: And West Virginia University.) I don't
think that they had [inaudible].
AB: So, so the black schools were not given equal time (EF: No) to talk with the students (EF:

Or equal infprmation), or equal information.

EF: About ....
AB: About the black schools. So the students then could not choose to go to those.

EF: And they didn't; they didn't give them information about the ACT test and all that. When
you were supposed to take it and how you were supposed to go about it and get, what's-hername?
AB: So you-, it is then that some of the black students did lose out something by being in an

integrated situation. (EF: Yeah, by an integrated sys-, situation).
RW-N: Did they get anything good out of the, out of integration?

EF : Yeah, if they try. If they, you know. You know, we didn't inspire them or push them or
make them want to do . I don't think you can make a student do, but you can make them desire
or want to do.
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RW-N: And that was better in the black schools?

EF: It was better in the black schools.
RW-N: When, when students went to the integrated schools, the black students went to the
integrated schools, was there in general, uh, better equipment, better materials?

EF: Well, in a way. But not in this area. Not as much as I thought it would be. I thought it
would be much more than it was.

RW-N: Uh-huh. Okay, so then ... if they ...

EF: Well, see, they went into our school anyway. (RW-N: Yes, that's right, that's right.) So
what we had there was ....

RW-N: In this situation, the white students came into your school, right? Which is somewhat
unusual. So :why do you think then that uh, integration should remain for black students? I asked
you, could you-, [EF chuckling] if you would undo do it again and you said not necessarily.

EF: No, not necessarily so. Because well, I guess because of books and situations. And uh, after
all, these students, when they graduate and get jobs, they're not going into a black situation.
(RW-N: Mmm-hmm)
AB: So the opportunity to interact, black children interacting with white children, is useful. (EF:

Yes) The textbooks uh, were a little bit better (EF: Better), your salary improved (EF: Improved,
some).

RW-N: The information is there, if it would get spread out more. Uh-huh, okay.

EF: But you know when we went into-, the black schools had the better education when we
went, when we went into the white schools. (RW-N: yes, yes) They had the better education.

RW-N : Yo u retired in what year?
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EF: Eighty-five.
RW-N: And uh....

EF: They were just beginning uh, what, what's the name.... the uh, governor, what's the
governor now?

RW-N: Oh, a new governor was coming in then?
AB: Gaston Caperton?

EF: No, not Caperton. The one that's in now.
AB: Rockefeller. Oh no, Cecil . . ..

RW .. N: Cecil Underwood.

EF: Underwood. (AB: Underwood) He was just beginning to raise, give teachers' salary. I
think he wasithe first one to give teachers, wasn't he?

RW-N: Oh, you're saying when you retired, teachers' salaries were then going to get better?

EF: Yes, better than they are [inaudible]. [chuckling]
RW-N: Now you retired ... because what? You had been teaching a long time (EF: a long time)
and it was just time to retire? (EF: time to retire) Is that the way you felt about that? Had it
become more difficult to teach?

EF: Not, not, not to teach. Not to teach.
RW-N: No, that hadn't changed much. It was just kind of time for you to move on and do other
things. You, you've told us, I think in a variety of ways, uh, some of the experiences that you had
because you were a black person. I'm gonna change that a little bit and ask you to talk about the
woman issue, if I can put it that way. [EF: chuckling] You're not only a black person but you're
a woman.
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EF: But you know what, what I think about that when [inaudible] (RW-N: Yes, yes.) The black

woman was always the backbone of her family. And I say always free in a certain sense.

RW-N: She was always the backbone did you say?
EF: Of the family. (RW-N: Of the family) The head and the pusher of the family. (RW-N: Uh-

huh, you see that that way.) So I really don't think the black woman was as, things we're talking
about, we're women and so forth. I don't think they had too much to have that experience. Do
you?
AB: Well, certainly black women have always worked and have always contributed to the family

and were not very pampered (EF: No) by the family. But do you think there are atty things that
you were not able to do because you were a woman, that you wish you had been able to do?
Would you ~ve wanted to run for president or... (EF: No) [chuckling]

RW-N: Or not only you, but other women as well. Do you think that being a woman, black or
white, has been limiting for women in general?
EF: I think so. In, in general I think so.

RW-N: In what ways?
EF: Because uh, I guess because they were women. And now one, this is a small example.

Which is not in the higher things, you know. But I'm, you know, I listen on the news and it
seems like women are not, you know. . . .

But some things women do, I don't know, I might be

prejudiced. I was lookin' that now there are more women coming on preaching. And I don't
particularly even care to hear a woman preaching, do you? (RW-N: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm)
AB: Some of them are pretty good.

EF: Some of them are pretty good. Some of them are pretty good.
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AB: Well, you have been active for many years over at Hilltop. (EF: Yes) And sometimes some
of the Baptist church uh, principals ... I remember I went to speak at a Baptist church and they
would not let me up in the pulpit. I had to speak from ... (EF: Yeah, they still do that.) a little
place over at the side.

RW-N: How do you feel about that?
EF: I had never thought about it too much. [chuckling] But some of those men up there don't

need to be ... [laughing]

RW-N: Some of the men shouldn't be up there either? Is that what you're saying? [laughter]
EF: [inaudible] how they can preach. I, I whatever, you know, I don't, I hadn't thought about it
too much but, because our church hasn't been, you know, with the speakers we had, we never did
have that experience. We just let them come on up, you know. But now I think that maybe we
have some preachers who don't allow women to come up. So my experience with it, you know,
has not been to that degree, but I know that, that it is happening.

RW-N: Well, do you think it is proper, all right? that, that men have .... ?
EF: If you, if you are a speaker, I think you can go anywhere.

AB: And beyond that, for other aspects of life, are there things that you think women shouldn't be
allowed to do because they are women?
EF: You know, now, one thing, you know during the war how women worked on the railroad? I

didn't like to see women working on the railroad. [chuckling] (RW-N: Why?) I don't know. It
just looked like it was too heavy. It just took the woman out of you.

RW-N: So you're saying that women are not physically as strong as men?
EF: Oh, they're physically strong. They're physically strong; they can, they can endure a lot more
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pain and everything than a man can.
AB: So is it that there are certain roles that you think are women's roles (EF: Roles) and certain

roles for men... ?

EF: Feminine, you know, I like for a woman to be more feminine (RW-N: Yes.) or something.
AB: But you talked about your father and the kinds of things your father did in helping to make a

home for you, (EF: Yeah) in terms of washing and cooking.

EF: Yeah, and ironing. And I didn't think nothing about that; I didn't think ...
AB: You didn't think that that was crossing out of what a man traditionally did? (EF: No, I

didn't.) Of blurring of the roles, that didn't bother you?

EF: No, no. But like when I went, when I went up to the University of Michigan and I saw those
women, it looked like to me that. .. I don't know. I don't know why it bothered me. There was
one other thing.
RW-N: Doing what? What were they doing up there?

EF: Oh, they were working spikes on those ties and railroads, just like a man.
RW-N: Oh, okay, uh-huh.

EF: But, uh, ordinarily other things, you know, [inaudible] .
RW-N : How about uh, how about being paid ... how about equal pay for women?

EF: I think they should have equal pay. If they are just as smart, equal pay. If they're doing the
same thing ...

RW-N: Do you think that women are just as smart?

EF: Sure they're smart. They're smarter than some men. [laughing] They are smart.
RW-N: Would you vote for a woman for president?
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EF: Yes, I would.
· RW-N: Mmm-hmm, ifit was the right one, huh?
EF: If it was the right one I would. I surely would.
RW-N: You've never belonged to any of the women's organizations, have you?
EF: Uh, one time I was, University Women, I just, you know, for a little bit. But I've never
bothered too much.

RW-N: Have you ever done anything in the civil rights movement?
EF: No, I. ...
END TAPE 2 - SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 3 - SIDE 1
EF: ...yo\jl say in civil rights. I've never been involved in any civil rights. I think it's the area.
RW-N: The geographic area that you live in?
EF: That I live in.
RW-N: Do you have a chapter around of the NAACP? (EF: Yes, we have one.) But you'd never
belonged to that?

EF: Yes, I have. (RW-N: You have belonged to that?) I belong to it now. [chuckling]
RW-N: You belong to it now. But you're not very active, is that what you're saying?
EF: Well, they don't do anything active. [laughing]
RW-N: They don't do anything active, yeah. (EF: Don't do anything active.) So you've never
joined in any of the demonstrations or anything?
EF: They' ve never had any demon-, have you ever seen anything? Not in this area. There hasn't
been no demonstrations.
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AB: When we drove through town, coming here, we didn't notice restaurants. I mean, there are

a couple of pizza places on the (EF: Yeah) far end, but were there restaurants or anything? hotels?
(EF: There's one.) But in the days before integration....

EF: Before there were hotels and restaurants and everything. And then when they put that
bypass, (AB: Mmm-hmm) I think that was the thing that, you know, it was a bypass to town.
And the town died. (RW-:N: Bypassed the town, yes.) But they used to have one of, one of the
most fabulous hotels here, the Mountaineer and the Gold Room, what did they call it, and they
had eating ... (RW-N: The Gold Room, did you say?) Yeah. They had a lot of activities but they
were white.
AB: But did black people go to any of those? (EF: No, no) After integration did black people
participate or stay at the hotel or anything like that?

EF: No, because the hotel went down.
AB: Right after integration. The hotel. ...

EF: Oh, before. (AB: Before?) Before.
AB: So uh, so there was never any push on the part of black residents of Mount Hope to

participate in any of those kinds of things?

EF: No, because they were, you know, I guess they worked but uh ...
RW-N: Do you think that there was a need for the civil rights movement?

EF: Here?
RW-N: In general?
AB: In the country.
EF: Oh, yes. I think, think so, at the time. I really do.
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RW-N: Do you think that things ...

EF: And I still think, although they say there is no need-I'm not saying it because my son works
in it-but uh, and I've read on affirmative action. He has all kind of books. And affirmative
action is really not what they say it is. It is not.
RW-N: What do you mean by that?

EF: Well, they say it's trying to get blacks into things. But now, see, he works with all races.
And even if they were to get you in school, they can't keep you in school. You have to study, to
do. So really it's not doing what, you know....
RW-N: So the criticisms of affirmative action you think are not valid criticisms?

EF: No, they're not valid criticisms.
RW-N: M$n-hmm. Uh, do you think that uh-so you're saying that you still think that there's
a need to keep pushing for equality (EF: equality, yes) for black people and other groups perhaps,
right?

EF: And then there's a need that the churches are-or whatever group, cause the church is the
main activity-there is a need for churches to get behind black parents, black students and teach
them something, you know. That's what I told a lady. She said," I go." I said," You all doing
nothing but push up on Sunday." [chuckling] That's what I told her. I said, "You're pushing up
on Sunday. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday when you need to get with these kids and show
them how to do things or take the slack up." You know. We have a couple of computers down
there, but the kids need to-, since this is a computer age. But I still think there is a need in the
school and even in the churches for teaching these kids the basic.
RW-N: And you're talking about the black community now, right? (EF: Yeah, the black
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community.) Thatthere's still the need for the ....

EF: Still the need. That's what-, black and white, really to tell you the truth. (RW-N: Yes.)
AB: Does the black church remain strong in Mount Hope?

EF: Not as strong as it used to be. Not as strong as it used to be.
AB: Do you have many young people who participate?

EF: We have a few. This preacher's, getting to be a few people now. We had uh-, I took two of
the students, one girl that plays an instrwnent and one that I'm working with on the piano. I've
been taking them and putting them in my group to uh, play the piano. One girl plays classic, and
this other girl plays sort of gospel thing, and letting them being on a concert and taking them
around. They Went-well, they didn't go with me because I gave two concerts in Pittsburgh and
I didn't have them there. But I had two young people, took them to Pittsburgh with us. And
uh ...

RW-N: If the black church, uh, isn't playing as strong a role now, is that because there was a
commitment by, a generation ago, there was a commitment by people like you to, to the church
and to what the church was doing and that that has really decreased? (EF: Decreased) Or are a
lot of the younger people moving away? Is commitment changing?

EF: It's a different, different type of church, you know. Cause I tell you, I've always said push
up, you know. The churches now, I know some churches can't even sing a hymn. And they
don't uh, they don't deal. . .. [chuckling) The preacher asked me, said, "Is there ever gonna be a
day that these churches gonna accept your type of music?" you know. Anthems. They don't do
that. And I don't-, I played for this church down here for 62 years. But not that I cared. Now
there's a boy that plays for them now. Well, you know Jim Moore, and he's jazz. So tbe preacher
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told me he wanted upbeat music. [chuckling] (RW-N: Uh-huh) So, I said, "Well, I told you. I
guess that leaves me out." [laughing] Which it did leave me out. Because I don't know any of
them. I can't take a hymn and jazz it upbeat and things like that.
RW-N: You know, that's happening in some of the white churches, too?
EF: Oh, yes. Certainly they're, they're doing that. And the kids only get one side. I tried to; I

had a white kid that went to Marshall. He's a, he's a, what is he? He's head of something in the
alumni or something; he has a job down there. And he said, "Mrs. Fleming,"-he tried to get me
to listen to country and western. He said, ''Nobody-" and I listened; he bought me tapes. I
listened to it. And I found out there are some good country and western. And uh, but these
churches now, they're just in one area. That's gospel. And they won't [listen to anything else]. I
had the paston before, he said he was educated about me when he came to the church. Because
he learned to listen to music. But it's just a different- and it's just like uh, the kids now; this is
white and all. I'll go over here to Penney's. And if they have a discount, 20%, 30%, she'll go
and get the calculator and I say, "Well, that's so and so." And she say, "Where you learn that?"
And I say, "I learned :fractions and everything in the fourth and fifth grade." (chuckling] Well,
these kids, they've been talking about the millennium, about the. . .. Did you hear that joke?
What's that. .. he's on... he's on television, he has [inaudible] and everything. And he's good
and he [inaudible]; Cosby, too. And they'll tell you, and he was telling this joke about... he went
to McDonald's, you know, they had the pictures, all they had to do was punch pictures. And he
got-, his thing came to 4.95. This is a joke. And he said he gave a five dollar bill. By the time he
gave her five dollar bill, the computer went out and she didn't know about subtracting 4.95 from
5.00. So he said she said-opened the drawer and said. "You come around and get what you
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want." [laughter] So, you know, the-, some businessman introduced computers, which are fine.
But my daughter says she-, that the reading program, says she teaches phonics and everything, she
teaches the old-fashioned way, then she goes to the computer or to that particular thing. And
these kids, I can remember when I went to school, Miss O.T. Williams, Ethel Williams' mother
down Charleston, (AB: Mmm-hmin) she had a little black strap. If you didn't know those time
tables backward and forward, she'd put that strap in your hand. [chuckling]
RW-N: So you think these institutions, the churches and the schools are not. ..

EF: Well, the churches can take up that and teach these kids.
RW-N: And, but, so the schools and churches are not doing it (EF: doing it), not doing it the way

they used to.

EF: No. They need to, as they say, go back to the basis. (RW-N: Yes) And they need to go
back to the basic way of teaching. I told them that, you know. I said, "If-, you used to say drills
and they said if you drill 'em now, they can't think. (RW-N: Yeah) Okay. If you go back to
drilling, and these kids want everything instant-like they have instance pudding, don't they?
[chuckling]. And, you know, they get bored. Because I have a, I have a little boy in piano. He
wants to, me to play. I said, "I'm not playing anything." I said, "You're going to get these notes.
You don't have nothing but C, D, E". "I don't know anything." And A, B, C, you know. I said,
''Now I'm a old-fashioned, funny teacher." And I said, "You got to learn that C, D, E and learn
that piano. And one can't [inaudible] one, two, three."

I said, "You can't go by the one, two,

three." I said, "If you did, you've got 88 keys. What're you gonna do with those five fingers?"
[laughing] And so forth. So he said, "I'm [inaudible]." But I just think they need to go back to
some of the basic ways of teaching. How do you learn the football players, the basketball players,
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become so good? What did they do? Drill, drill, drill. So we, we, you know, we got these
instant pudding kids. [chuckling]
RW-N: Mrs. Fleming, as, as a woman who came up in those days where you experienced

different schools, different kinds of schools, uhm, when you look back over your life, who do you
think was most influential in shaping you as a person?
EF: Well, I'll credit a lot. to my-I'm gonna put my father first because [inaudible] my mother
was a background but she, I just didn't .... (R W-N: Yes) When I was coming up, I didn't have
the experience under my mother as I had my father.
RW-N: Uh-huh. And part of that might have been because your mother was always sick.

EF: Mother was sick. She was not always around.
R W-N: Sht; wasn't always well. Right, right, right.

EF: She was [inaudible] in Baltimore, you know to ...
RW-N: What ki-, you-, when you-, how would you describe yourself today? Like if you had to

give five adjectives to describe yourself? In your adult years. How do you see yourself?
EF: Lots of patience.
RW-N: Uh-huh, okay, you're a patient woman.

EF: Uh-huh. I think I'm humble. [chuckling] Maybe it don't sound like it, talking, but I think
I'm very humble.
RW-N : Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm. What else?

EF: And, uh .. .I, I love people. So I say I'm loving.
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. Two more.

EF: I can't make think of two more. [chuckling] ... Mmmh.
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RW-N: What characteristic of yourself do you like the best? What is there about. .. ? (EF: My
patience) You like your patience? Suppose you had to change one characteristic; you don't like it
that much. What would that be? Is there anything that you would change? I mean, I'm talking
about of your own personality.

EF: Oh, my personality. I guess I'd try to have more personality than I do. [chuckling] Cause I
used to [be very quiet]-, well, rm talking now. But I talk a lot more than I used to. But
sometime in staying, because I'm staying by myself, I'm by myself a lot, sometime I get out of the
habit of talking. And uh....

RW-N: Is this in more recent years, you mean?
EF: In more recent years. (RW-N: Uh-huh) But now when I was young, I was very at home
with children. But adults, they'd say she's a funny lady because, you know, I just didn't [talk];
I've have to really know you before I would talk with you. But I, you know, people come in
[inaudible]. I'd say, ''Now, I could have said that to the lady when [inaudible]." But you know, I
was just quiet. I just (RW-N: So you were quiet?) wasn't at ease with... (RW-N: You weren't
at ease with adults) with adults.

RW-N: That took awhile to develop that. But that has developed, right?
EF: Not to the extent that I would want it.
RW-N: Not to the extent that you'd even like. So sometimes we ask women we've talked with
to think about how they have changed as they have gone through their lives. So you' ve talked
about that a little bit now, because you're saying you were kind of more reserved, with adults, and
then you came out of that and you became more outgoing. (EF: Trying to, I'm trying to.) But
you 're still trying to that. How else have you changed over your lifetime?
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EF: Well, let me see. Sometime I like to dress up, but not, (RW-N: A little bit) I, I don't, a little

bit, but I do (RW-N: More than you used to.), used to. But I'm comfortable, you,see, with pants
and so forth. But I try to get a few little, few little clothes where I can dress up, you know.
RW-N: How-, do you think you've become-, do you think you've changed much in whether

you're more or less dependent on others, or independent?
EF: No, I'm more independent.

RW-N: You're more independent as you've gotten older.
EF: Well, I've always been in, but I'm more so. I can tell that because my son, you know, when

he comes, and Clemenceu, you know, how a gentleman is. "You don't wait til I get. .. "

I say,

"Clemenceu, I'm so used to doing things myself"
RW-N: WhJ is this?
EF: Clemenceu Allen. He's a perfect gentleman.

RW-N: Oh, okay. Is he a friend?
EF: Yeah, he's a friend of mine. (AB: And musician) Uh-huh.

RW-N: So you just wanna-, you just go ahead and get it done yourself.
EF: Yeah. He'll want to come around and open the car door. Uh, very few will do that. And

there's another, Henderson man, he does that. And my son, "Momma, can't you wait til I get. .
.?" I say, "l'mjust so used to doing everything myself."
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. Now, okay, after you divorced, you ... help me out with this. You began

to, you came back home to live with parents? No?
EF: No, I can't. .. . Yeah, I came back home and I lived with my mother.

RW- N: You lived with your mother?
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EF: No, my mother and them lived over here and I lived close.

RW-N: So you came to this house and they lived close by, right?
EF: This was their house.

RW-N: Yes, originally. Then they moved, right? (EF: They moved.) And so you lived here with

your children, right? (EF: With my children.) And then eventually you lost your dad and your
mother came to live with you. (EF: Came to live with me.) How many years did she live with
you?
EF: Until she died. But she died in Michigan with [my brother]. My mother was the type ...

well, we didn't know that it was, we called it senility. And Dr. Belton said, "Well, I could have
worked with your mother." And I realized after she died, it was a form of Alzheimer's.
AB: Alzheimer's.

EF: But we called it senility.

RW-N: So was there a handful of years then that she ... (EF: A lot.) A lot of years.

EF: ... that she lived with me.
RW-N: That she lived with you, uh-huh. And all, and all during those years you were going out

to work? (EF: Work) And your children, of course, were getting older and left home. If you had
to think back on the decisions that you made about your life, uh, what decisions do you think
were particularly important. .. in influencing your life?
EF: I just wondered would it have been different ifl had gone on to North Carolina instead of

staying here.

RW-N: To teach, you mean? (EF: to teach here) And then the path of your life (EF: May have
changed.) might have unfolded differently.
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AB: Were you-, you were married by the time that Statesville opportunity came.
EF: No, no, I wasn't married.
AB: You were not married.
RW-N: You came home here and then you married here.
EF: But I just wondered about, you know. I don't regret, cause I don't regret my children. I
think that's, you know, I just love ...

RW-N: You mean you don't regret that marriage because you've got those children?
EF: Children from ... [laughing] I regret the marriage.
AB: If you can have the children without the marriage ... [all laughing]
EF: But you know, those days that was the thing. You didn't have children without marriage.

RW-N: Uh-huh. Did you ever think of marrying again?
EF: No, no, no. [chuckling] You know what ...I'm not saying, but I'll just say this much. I had
such a bad experience from that marriage, when I got out of it, I said, "Thank you, Lord."
[laughing] And I'd never wanted, wanted---cause I was in a area where there was no men. You
know how the early black woman did. She couldn't-, she didn't have too much choice. But even
at that, some made a good choice out of the choice they made, and had good husbands.

RW-N: Yes, uh-huh, right. So you're saying ...
EF: I just happened to be one of the, get one of the ... [chuckling]
RW-N: And you didn't have a big pool of men to choose from, living here.
EF: No, no, not, not here.
RW-N : Uh... when you look back over your life, if you can kind of imagine yourself like on a
path, very unique path of your own life, how do you figure that that went? Uh, and let me fill this
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in, all right, in terms of what some people say about this. Some people claim that their life went

up and down, it had good and it had bad in it, and some people say, "Well, yeah, that might have
happened, but in general it's gotten better." Some people say, "Well, in general it's gotten
worse." Uh, others say that they see their life almost like a book with different chapters in it
where they did different things and it's almost like chapters in a book. If you think of some of
that, how do you, how do you see your life? And you may see your life differently than anything
that I've named.
EF: Oh. I feel on the whole that it has been a good life and an enjoyable life. (RW-N: Uh-huh)

From my family on through my teaching opportunities and everything. And I've experienced so
many things within this life. I will say that I've enjoyed it. I've profited by it.

RW-N: So right now you're feeling a good deal of satisfaction (EF: satisfaction) from the years
that you have left, right? Does much of that come from teaching? From other friendships? From
contributing to the community? To family life? What. .. ?
EF: I think it comes mainly from family life and teaching. And it was, and the community, too, in

a way I enjoyed it. There's been some good things that happened in the community. Some of
them...

RW;.N: So you're pretty satisfied with your life right now?
EF: I don't say I'm satisfied. You're never satisfied.

RW-N: Ah, you're not! [laughing] How would you ... how would you change it?
EF: You know what? I said I was never even satisfied that I was perfect in things. I was never
satisfied with the things that I'm doing. Teaching them. Because I think if you become satisfied,
you just. .. what' s a name .. .I ' ve never .. .
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RW-N: If you're not satisfied now, what would you like to be doing? You seem...

EF: I'm doing the same things, [RW-N: Yeah] but I don't think that, you know, I hate just
setting things up high, what I'm doing. Then I don't think it's perfect or perfectionist.
RW-N: So you're always striving for ... [AB speaking too, inaudible]

EF: Striving to be a little better, or to do better what I'm doing.
RW-N: Uh-huh. And you're still doing that?

EF: Yes.
RW-N: You're still in the act of becoming, right? [EF chuckling] You're not there yet. (EF: Not

there) You're still becoming. Uh-huh.

EF: Still becoming. And I just think you will never be satisfied. I think when I work I, I say I
don't think l give enough compliments because I'm never satisfied with what, what's done.
RW-N: You mean compliment to other people or ... ? (EF: Of other people that I work with, that

I'm working with) Even other people. . . So you sound, if you're not exactly a perfectionist, at
least you do set high standards, huh? And somehow they're never quite reached

EF: Never quite reached. [chuckling] Well, I just, I just think that if you're, you know, I just
think if you're satisfied with the little, little stuff that you do, you just. ...
AB: Well, ifwe don't say satisfied, suppose we say happy. Are you a happy person?

EF: I'm happy, I'm a happy person.
AB : You're happy now. One of the ladies we interviewed says that she loves being old. Do you .

. . how do you feel about that? Does that uh... ?
EF: I don't mind being old; But I don't sit down and complain. The doctor told me yesterday
morning, he said, "I' ve seen some people, only reason to [inaudible]- what's her name?'' Said,
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"You don't even complain about anything."

RW-N: Are you in pretty good health?
EF: I'm in pretty good health. I gotta go back and run some tests. I've always had this, uh,
anemic, I've always been anemic. (RW-N: Uh-huh) It don't look like, this fat, as fat as I am, but
I've always been all my life. But uh, now the only thing that I'm going to do when I go to
California, is on the level, is I'm going to get more exercise. And do, so I won't have this
shortness of breath. I, I don't do walking. Now I used to walk from the high school up to the
middle school within that time, little thirty minutes walking.. And it wouldn't bother me. But I'm
going to get more exercise, I [inaudible].

RW-N: Now you're, you're leaving very soon and you're going to stay a couple of months in
California ($F: Yes) with your son, or near your son.

EF: With my son, with him.
RW-N: Near him, (EF: No, with him.). With him ,yes, you'll be with him. And you've been
doing that for. ..

EF: Every year for about five or six years, ever since he's been in California. (RW-N: Uh-huh,
uh-huh) But he just doesn't like me to do anything. "Momma, we don't [inaudible]."

He and

his wife, they don't. And I get-, I told them I cannot sit. I get bored.

RW-N: Uh-huh, yes. And that it's better for you to be moving around. (EF: Moving around and
doing something.)

AB: Does your son have a piano?
EF: No, he doesn't have, but sometime I go to the church, you know. (AB: and play)

RW-N: Uh-huh. We've talked about a lot of things, but are there things that, that we have
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somehow missed that we should have been talking about? Areas in your life that perhaps we
haven't touched on?

EF: I don't know. I think we have covered everything. Community activity is what I've done.
(RW-N: Uh-huh, uh-huh.) Some of the kids [inaudible] about settled it.
RW-N: Okay. So shall we quit then?

EF: I guess we will.

AB: Recording once again to add a comment that Mrs. Fleming was making after we stopped

talking. We were asking her about her family background.
RW-N: Uh, yes, Mrs. Fleming, I'd like to ask you what you know of your racial or ethnic

background on your mother and father's side. And you were saying that in your mother's family
you think that there was some American Indian?
EF: Yes. Because her sister, who-, she was very dark, but she looks uh, she has this real straight
hair and it hangs down (RW-N: Uh-huh) and uh, features of an Indian. The high cheekbones.
RW-N: Did your mother or her sister ever talk about that?

EF: They, they never did. That's one of the things that I wish that I had asked my mother and
father more about the-, their history. (RW-N: Uh-huh) Now my father, I think according to one
of the brothers, one of the brother's children, they were, way back, some of them were in slavery.
But I don't know...
RW-N: On, on your father's side?

EF: On my father's side. But, you know, I don't know too much about that.
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RW-N: And you're not sure about on your mother's side?

EF: No, I'm not sure about the mother's side.

AB: You were talking about some property a moment ago.
EF: Oh, yes. They, uh, my father's side, they had what they called a Burrell estate, which was on
the road to Lawyers, back to the mountain, and they had a lot of land. And he said my father
came down and help him sell, sell some of the land and the property.

AB: Help who?
EF: Uh, this uh, my brother's son.

AB: And you don't know how the family came by the property?
EF: By the property, I don't know.

AB: But you 1assume it may have been a legacy from slavery?
EF: Maybe from slavery.
RW-N: And you said you didn't, you did not know of any white relatives in your background?

(EF: No, I didn't.) Nothing that you know of (EF: Not that I know 0£) that's been talked about.
But I gather then that a lot of that was just not talked about much in the family.
EF: I don't, I don't think so. (RW-N: Uh-huh) But I did hear them talk about Indians, you
know, background, in North Carolina. Pinehurst. And what did they talk about? Geechee.
(RW-N: What was that?) Geechee. I don' t know what that, you know.
RW-N: Ancella, you're shaking your head? Do you know what that is?

AB: Yes, that is a mixture, probably ofblack, white, and Native American. They don't generally
claim to be blacks. There is a group here in West Virginia over in Barbour County, Phillippe, that
you may know. But the venacular name was geechee. (RW-N : Would you spell that?) G-e-e-c-115-

e-c-h-e-e. Sometimes they're called Guinas. And there's another term that escapes me at the
moment.

RW-N: Yeah, I think I've heard of another term. (AB: Yes, there is; it just escapes at the
moment.) Those terms sound...
EF: That's all I've heard, you know. I really didn't inquire too much into that. Which I should
have had.

RW-N: Well, I think many-, that's true for probably many of us. We don't know much about our
family background. Okay.
END OF INTERVIEWS

NOTE: Pp. ;us-116

AB incorrectly identified the group of people living in West Virginia

as Geechee, a group usually called the Melungeon.
"Geechee" refers to people who are descendants of enslaved Africans who lived mostly
in North Florida, Georgia, and especially South Carolina (Beaufort, Stli! Helena, Daufuskie,
etc.) The term "Geechee" is often used interchangeably with "Gullah."

NOTE: Mrs. Eunice Fleming: Birthdate

Some inconsistency appeared to exist regarding Mrs. Fleming's birthdate
and age. Mrs. Fleming responded to Rita Wicks-Nelson's correspondence
about this matter. · ,;1 : . ~ , ;. ~>~ _
;~,1> ~-r). She believes, based on ·
information from her brother, that a mistake might have been made on her
birth certificate. In any event, she has taken October 22, 1922 as her
birthdate. We thus use this birthdate. We should, however, keep in mind
the implications this may have for age-related issues. (For example, Mrs.
Fleming reported to us that she graduated from high school at age 15, in
1940, but given a 1922 birth, she would have been 17, going on 18.
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PROGRAM
PRESIDENT STEWART HAROLD SMITH, Presiding

•

Processional, "Festival March"
Marshall College Orchestra
Invocation

RABBI JACOB

M.

.

Bergen

DANZIGER

B'nai Israel Synagogue
Huntington, West Virginia
Solos-"Vissi D'Arte, Vissi D'Amore," from Tosca

•

•

"Were You There?"
EUNiCE FLEMING, '57, Soprano
DELORES SHIPP, '57, Accompanist

• Puccini
Burleigh

"Alma Mater"

Haworth
JOHN CREIGHTON, Conductor

Commencement Address-"The Danger of Being Educated"
PRESIDENT RICHARD

E.

SHEARER

Alderson-Broaddus College
Philippi, West Virginia
Conferring of Academic Degrees
The President of the College
Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree
Teachers College, presented by DEAN DANIEL BANKS WILBURN
College of Arts and Sciences, presented by DEAN JOHN FRANK BARTLETT
Candidates for the Master's Degree
Graduate School, presented by DEAN ARVIL ERNEST HARRIS .
Benediction
Recessional, "Pomp and Circumstance"

.

Elgar

Marshal : PROFESSOR ROBERT LLOYD BECK
Assistants :
PROFESSOR ROBERT L. BRITTON

PROFESSOR FREDERICK A. FITCH, JR.

PROFESSOR N. BAYARD GREEN

PROFESSOR RAYMONDE. JANSSEN

PROFESSOR RUSSELL B. SMITH

PROFESSOR ROBERT P. SECHLER

JOHN EDWARD MAYBERRY, '58

TOM EUSTACE CARTER, '58

(The audience will remain seated during the academic processions)

1/c;RADUATE SCHOOL (Continued)
• ALMA STEPHENS BLACK
El ementary Education
LeSage
A.B., Marshall College

MARTHA LEE DONAHOE BLANKENSHIP
Home Economics-Education
Kenova
A.B., Marshall College

ALMA SHAW BLUEBAUM
Elementary Education
Ashland, Kentucky
A.B., Marshall College

MILDRED MILLER BOCKWAY
Hom e E conomics-Education
South Charleston
A.B., Marshall College

*MARGARET ANN BOULDIN
Elementary Education
Charleston
B.S., Morris-Harvey College

ALVIS BROWN
History
Kenova
A. B., Ma rshall College

*EDITH ANDE RSON BURKE
Elementary Ed ucation
Hun ting ton
,
A. B. . Marshall Coll ege

WALTER HENRY BURNS
History
Portsmouth. Ohio
B.S. , Rio Graucle College

*DOROTHY ALICE CASTO
Eleme nta r y Edu ca ti on
St. Alban s
B.S., Morris-Harvey Coll ege

LORRAINE DOUTHAT CATRON
a-Iusic-E ducation
Bl uefielcl
B.S .. Concord College

• BILL MORRIS CHAMBERS
E du cational Guida nce
Huntingto n
A.B., University of Kentucky

MARJORIE "WHEELER CHAMBERS
Educatio n al Guid ance
Ocea na
A.B. , ~fo r ~ha ll Co llege

*B OY-0 H. CH RISTIAN
Educatio n al Administration
Ilunt i11 gto n
.\ . B., Marshall Coll ege

EDWARD COLLINS, JR.
Politicnl Science
\V clcli
A.B., , lurs hull College

*PAUL WH IT NElY CO LLINS
Ed 11 c11tiuua l Admin istra tion
Lt1Cfl S\'i lle . Ohio
,1.e ., Geo rgetown Co ll ege

* Deg n ,e Confe rr ed July 12, 1957

DORIS LEID CONNER
Biological Sciences
Moundsville
A.B., Marshall College

*ANTHONY PAUL COOK
Geography
Oak Park, Michigan
A.B., Marshall College

*PAULINE COX COOK
Educational Guidance
Premier
A.B., Radford College

VIRGINIA CROSIER CORE
El ementary Education
Rupert
A.B ., West Virginia Wesleyan

MARVIN WESLEY CULPEPPER
History
Charleston
A.B., West Virginia Wesleyan

*KATHERINE DAMRON CUMMINGS
Elementary Education
South Charleston
B.S., Morris-Harvey College

JAMES LESLIE DAVIS
Geography
West Hamlin
A.B. , Marshall College

MARY JANE DAVIS
Home Econo mics-Education
South Point, Ohio
B.S., Tl! e Oh io University

MARY LOUISE COTTINGHAM DAVIS
Psychology
Ashl a nd, Kentucky
B.S., Un!.versity of Cincinnati

VERLIN DA VIS
Busin ess Admini stration-Educa tion
Huntington
A.B ., Marshall Coll ege

CLAUDE ELLIS DENT
Educational Administration
South Charleston
B. S., Morris- Harvey College

*FLORENCE CLARK DONAHOE
E lementary Ed ucation
Huntington
A.B., Marsh a ll Co ll ege

*LA WREN CE THOMAS ENDICOTT
Biological Sciences
Huntington
A.B. , Mars llall Co ll ege

JAMES DONALD FARLIDY
Business Administration- E ducation
Slab Fork
B.S. , Concord Co ll ege

SELDON SOLOMON FISHER
Educat iona l A,h ninistrntlon
U ui o u

U.S., Con_col'CI Co ll ege

MYRTLE PETERSON FLAHERTY
Elementary Education
Mt. Hope
B.S., Concord College

0 UNICE BURRIDLL FLEMING
Music-Education
Mt. Hope
B.S., Bluefield State College

JANICE KAREN FLETCHER
Sociology
St. Albans
A.B. , Marshall College

HENRY LAWRENCE FREEMAN, JR.
Educational Guidance
Welch
B.S., Concord College

RICHARD VERNON FRYE
Music--Educa tlon
Huntington
A.B., l\Iarshall Coll ege

EVELYN SOMERVILLE GAMMON
Elementary Educa tion
Pt. Pleasant
A.B., Marshall Coll ege

WILBURN CURTIS GARRETT
Educational Aclminist ru tion
Huntington
A.B ., l\forshall College

THOMAS EDWARD GENSEL
Music- Education
S hinnston
A.B. , F airmont State College

*HELEN SOMMER GLENN
Elementary Education
Huntington
A.B ., Ma rshall College

*MARY PULLINS GRIMM
Elementary Education
Pt. Pleasant
A.B., Ma rshall Coll ege

*MARY HINZMAN HALL
Elementary Educati on
Charleston
B.S., Morris-Harvey College

LEE ROY HAMILTON
Sociology
Kenova
A.B., Marshall College

WILLIAM CLYDE HARRIS
History
Huntington
A.B ., Marshall College

ANNE P. HAYNES
Educational Guidance
F!lyettHl ll e
B.S., W. V1t. Institut e of 'l'ecllno lu gy

ALLIE BANKS HENRY
Engli sh
Huntington
A.B., i\ [a rsba ll Co ll ege

i
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Mount Hope
Middle School
Presents

THE
COLT

I

_M_rs. Fleming coordinates the choral part o l the mu sic depar tment.

-

Let Us Not Forget Mrs. Eunice B. Fleming

.r .

The youngest DuBois Faculty Member, now
Music Instructor at Mt. Hope High School

MOUNT HOPE HIGH SCHOOL
MoUNT HoPE, WEST VIRGINIA

25880

Telephone 877-2121
JAMES R. CASEBOLT, SR.
Pr1nc1pa1

July 12, 1974

RAYMOND DOMINGUES
Assistant Prtncipal
LENA DILLON
Guidance Counselor

Mr. Thornas Davis
Fayette County Board of Education
Fayetteville, W. Va. 25840
Dear Mr. Davis:
The following coaching assignments have been made for the 1974-75
sch~ol year at Mount Hope High School.
!

Football
Dennis Halstead - Head Coach - 10%
Gene Spadaro - Assistant Coach - 5%
Delbert Adklns - Assistant Coach - 5%
Basketball
Delbert Adkins - Head Coach - 10%
Gene Spadaro - Aseistant Coach - 5%
Sam Bair - Assistant Coach - 5%
Track
Gene Spadaro - Head Coach - 5%
Delbert Adklns - Assistant Coach - 3%
Golf

Lewis Maynor - $100. 00
Glrh Basketball
/ .
Eunice Fleming - $100. 00 ✓
Sincerely yours,

James R. Casebolt, Sr.
Principal

FAYETTE COUNTY
COMMUNITY CHORUS
IN CONCERT
No. 2 District Singing Hall
Harlem Heights - September
First Union
Baptist
Mt. Hope - September 24
New Zion Baptist
Pittsburgh - October 8-9

Eunice B. Fleming, Director
Fred Lewis, Accompanist

"Shout for Joy to the Lord, All the Earth,
Burst into Jubilant Song With Music"

23

PROGRAM
PART .I
A Jubilant Song ............................................................ Allen Pote
Every Val~y ............................................... .'......... u ......... John Ness Beck
Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled ................................. Gordon Young ·
Helen Lewis, Soloist
I Will Arise. ....................................................................:. Arr. Shaw / Parker
My Shepherd Will Supply My Needs ......................... Virgil Thompson
How Firm A Foundation ................................................ Van P. Thompson

PART 11 .
Tua Lo Saii. .............. :...................................................... G. Torelli
Turn Thee To Me ........................................................... Dvorak
Clemenceau Allen, Soloist
I Want Jesus To Walk With Me
Helen Lewis, Soloist

PART Ill
· History of Music In The Black' Church
Narration._....................................................................... Rev. James.Willi_ams
Paul Mitchell·
Soloist. .............................................................................. Holteen Mitchell,
Helen Lewis, Clemenceau Allen, Chester Leonard, James Williams

PART IV
Strictly Ge rm Proof.. ......... ............................................. John Saceo
Bye & Bye ............................ .. .................................... .. .. .. Traditional
Clemenceau Allen, Soloist
All I Ask Of You .................... .. ......................................... Phantom of the Opera
Duet: He rb Smith & Trish a Murphy

PARTY
Climb Every Mountain ................................ .... .... .......... Lojeski
Herb Smith, Soloist
Do You Know Him ......................................................... Moore
Battle Hymn Of The Republic...................................... Wilhousky

"

CHOIR PERSONNEL
Rose Payne ./ /
Fannie Thomas ✓

SOPRANO I
Cheri-Murphy
Carol Welker

.

..A.na::Banoo

/I

Nell Wrant
( LuciUe Griffith
,Joha-ruta--Mitch :·'l ~
Norma Braxt , . 1/
Delores Carte r ,'/
I,,/
Helen Lewis ~; · /
·y
Catherine Lew i · -~ :!J
Holtein Mite!. _ · 1/
Rosetta Pate, · ,/4
.A
Cat~erine T~..
;~( ~ Yf
Louise Bro \·,. .
!J

~ns-

Na.nc.}1-B-urns
..--Pat SchiUing • - ~udy Wells- .~
TENORS
Lee Patin

A

C' ~ tr1; 0

r,;.,... 1, . ,

~ 1

1, ·

-Etiznbe1trTi"1i::

SOPRANO:
Lynn Shilli1,
Catherine D.
Brenda Da\' .. .
Carolyn Sm:.
,.Alsii;e Wa.tl· .

~·
l:iilrri.eluVi:.

~OS ;
Mildred J,;.
Elizabeth :..
Lore tta t\ L

Ekt.~~ ~-

~
{;//>
ltti
'i/1'" • •
,r

Clemenceau Allen ---1 f
Chester Leonard ~ y
James Williams , ·
Shawn Seay
Paul Mitchell,_;/ 3

_/

~

//
'1/
lj/
\,1/

. ,: :/ !b
/

d

~ /,1,rtl''.

J. /

V'

_...,-

~

//,,

· , •.

ShaffiA-Brndle1/

- June Murphy,/
-- Karen Stouchr
M~inger

BASS .
James Matthew ~ /
Richard Stevens r
Wellington Burrell0
~~ia11cis Shirver
.Jgrry DeckeF-

r1

~

---

Jim Mitchell
MerotctPNldiTS'
Herb Smith

.~6

Denise Seay, Guest Soloist

a
/ -/
_lj

J

/

The Choir
The Fayette County Community Choir was organized to
perform for the NAACP of Fayette County in June, 1990. After
many music lovers enjoyed the singing to the glory and honor of
God, we decided to"- maintain the choir. Members are from various
churches in Fayette, Raleigh, Wyoming, and Kanawha counties.
WE LOVE TO SING.
The choir has given concerts in various churches in, Beckley,
Fayette County, and Charleston. Dajs tall, - e ~ n
Be~
- ill?--and :we : : a r ~ w a r d to
,_1/ )IJ, Ii(' \ Pittsburgh.

:
,
!

,

I

(..,.{I

Accompanist
Frederick Lewis - A graduate of Bluefield State College
and pursued further graduate work at Marshall and West Virginia
Universities, studied under Helen Davis, Dr. Cortez Reece, Don
(
Kensinger, and Olivia Canady. He has taught band in Raleigh County
Liberty and Park Jr. High Schools for 12 years. He is presently
the Minister of Music at Ebenezer Baptist Church in Beckley, West
Virginia.

:at

Director
Eunice Fleming - Did her undergraduate work at Bluefield
State College, MA at Marshall University and further graduate work :
at the University of Michigan and WVU, Morgantown, West Virginia ..
She is a retired music teacher of 41 years ln Fayette County cffl")i i
~ ·
·
.
·f~f.~tr:Gbruch of-=MoiJ'ilt l"l~or,
r - 5 ~ She also ~lays for the New Hope Baptist Church, Whipple ·
and responds to the call of other churches that need her help.

'

THE GOSPEL MELODY CHORUS
And
USHER BOARD
Present

fflE MT. HOPE HIGH SCHOOL
GLEE CLUB
MRS. EUNICE B. FLEMING, Directress
CAROL SUMMERS, Pianist
And
MRS. ROBENA GARRISON

In A

MUSICAL SPECTACULAR

SUNDAY, MAY 7, 1961

3:00 P. M.
ST. MATTHEWS A. M. E. CHURCH

I

PROGRAM

PROGRAM
I

I

I

Intermission

The Lord's Prayer

A. Malotte

Sing Praises
Blessed Is the Man
Allelulia

L. Glarumn
Marshall
R. Thompson

VI
C. M. Davis

He Knows It All
Mrs. Garrison, Organist
How Great Thou Art
Mrs. Garrison, Organist

II

VII

Jesus Alone

Norman J. Claytor
Mrs. Garrison, Origanist

If I Could Know

Blanch Brock

J. S. Bach

Jesus In Thy Thirst and Pain

F. Weatherly
/

No Man Is an Island
I May Never Pass This

III
0 Sacred Head

Danny Boy
Jimmy Williams

Mrs. Garrison, Oi,ganist

Wizell-Melsher

Anthem for Spring

Mascagni

The Lord Bless You and Keep You ..

P. Lutkin

John Raymond
Arr. Simeone

Onward Christian Soldiers

IV
Just Keep on Praying ------------------------------------ Chalbar A. Gabriel
Mrs. Garrison, Organist
Just A Closer Walk With Thee
Due~Mrs. Garrison, Organist
Mrs. Lois Lewis, Pianist

V
Go Down Moses
~atan's Kingdom ___________________ _

J. A. Dash
L. Forsbland
Arr. by Bartholomen

Two Spirituals
1. I Want to Be Ready

2. Roll, Jordon, Roll
There Is a Balm in Gilaed
Male Quintet
Good News

Stuart K. Hine

Wm. Dawson
Dash

~
PATRONS
Mr. & Mrs. James AndersonMr. C. E. Bradshaw
Mr. & Mrs. Noel AndersonMrs. Raliph Bennett
Mr. & .Mrs. Newman Ada,msMiss Sue Bistany
R2'V. & Mrs. G. Anderson Mr. & Mrs. David Butts
Mr. Afonzo Armstead
Mr. & Mrs. James Braxton

Mrs. Jerry Cox
Mr. & Mrs. Eanilo Crite

Mrs. Carrie Deer.ing
Mr. & Mrs . Robed Doib
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Dobso
Mrs. Ruth Dandri,dge
Mrs. Katherine Big,gers
Mr. & Mrs. IE.arl Oa,bell
Mr. James Dillard
M ,r. & Mrs. Bernice Booker, Mrs. John ·Ghl:"listi,an
M r. & Mrs. Emory Doi
Sr.
Mrs. Ethelyn Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Roscoe Du;
M,iss Camelha Booker
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Calloway Rev. Henry DuBois
Miss ALmed!a Booker
Mrs. E. Moss Cook
Mrs. Robert Durran
Mrs. Marion C. Brooks
Mrs. Louise Cheatwood
Mrs. M,a rie Dow
Mrs. Elim:beth Brown
Mrs. Mc-Gui.tie OJ,aytor
S. S,g t. Wil1bur B,rown
Mr. & Mrs. Wi!J.ia,m Clark, Mrs. Vio1la Evians
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
Jr.
Mrs. Gustine Elliott
Booker
Mrs. ThellIIla Cosby
Mr. M. E. English
Mr. & Mrs. Norm:an
Dr. & Mrs. N. L. Collins
Booker
Mr. & Mrs. W~Hia,m Clark, Mrs. G. W. Favors
Mr. & Mrs. Desota Blaney
Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Houston
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Boyden Mr. & Mrs. Willie Ohamlbers Frazier

PATRONS (Cont'd)
Miss Janice Starkey
Mr. Bernise Scott
Mrs. S. L. W. Smith
Bishop and Mrs. M.
Mrs. Katie Murray
Miss Mildred Smith
Gr.avely
Rev. & Mrs. o. o. M.itchellMr. Cha1,Jie Scott
Mr. Chfton Grant
Mrs. Quincy McGhee
Rev . .A·Lbert Simmons
Gala Industries Inc.
Mrs. R.M. Mackins ·
Mr. Leo Gi!l,bel1t
Mrs. Howard Monroe
Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Martha George
Mr. John H . Miller
Thomas
. Mrs. Johnnie · Mae · MiJ.ler
Mrs. Louise Turner
Mr. & Mrs. 0. C. Hembnck Miss 'Elaine Moss
Mr. & Mrs. iA.rthur Terry
Mrs. James Hunt
Mr. E. C. Murphy
Mrs. E,Joise Hicks Tiayilor
Mr. Alber.t Hal1t
Mrs Eliza,beth Merritt
Mr:. & Mrs. Elgin Thompson
Mrs. Bernice HJll Henry
Mr.· & Mrs. WiHiam
Rev. & Mrs. Kaiser
Mr. & Mrs. B,eezalue
Merchant
Traynham
.H annah
Mr. & Mrs. Rayunond MannsMrs. W. S. Tyree
Miss -Grace Hill
Mrs Grace M-ayo
Mrs. Frances Taylor
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Holley
·
Miss Jane Taylor
Mrs. Almeta Hwghes
Miss Oarlena Nation
Mr. & Mrs. J oseph Terry
Mr. & Mrs. R. Hwghes
· · . & Mrs. Harry ToLbert
Mrs. Kennie Hunt
Mrs. Cephas On.ioo
. Hilda Tanks
Mrs. !Leona Hopson
~ Mrs. Dabney Turner
Mrs. 01,ivia Harvison
Mr. & Mn ·'.oger Taylor
Mr . .Noon Harvey
Mrs .,. '
J.lie Terry
Mrs. Otho Lee Hlam:ilton
r,,r
,,Id Trotter
Mrs. Jess Fer,guson
Mrs. Goldie Lewis
Mr. & :Mrs. John T. Fliwen Miss Ka,therine Lewis

_J ·

,i.-··1vy T. Wr.ight
Mr. & Mrs. James F.
Johnson, Sr.
.drst ar
. .i,11:ra Watson
.. ;:'& Mrs. Ervin Wri•ght,
Mr. James Johnson t·
S 1
•.✓ Sr.
Mr. Vernon Johrir-• 8 ian O
Mr. Arthur Jr·
t1 ·
Mr. & Mrs. 0. T. Wilkerson
. v!-1'
Mrs. Beatrice WiHs
Mr~. Cha1·l"
Mrs. Philld·p White
Mts. Cli!'
Mrs. J.
.rt,
Mr . .Simeon Warren
Mr. & Mi .
. Jra Ross
Miss Sihirley Willliiams
Mrs. Delila
,).:; Mrs. W. 0. Ritchie Rev. & Mrs. I. B. Walker
Mrs. MiUal'd J v-,~._
-~·rs. Annie Ruthel1ford
Mr. & Mrs. Lacy
Mrs. Lorraine Jones
Mrs. Lui-a Reavish
Wiashirugton
Rev. & Mrs. S ,a muel ···w. Mrs. Kathryn Reeves
Mrs. H. R. WH!i:ams, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. E<ldie
Johnson
Mr. Judge Shep,he1,d
Whitehead
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence King Mr. Reg,iruald S.hepherd
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Wilson
Mrs. Rossie Kelly
Mr. Boyd Sorrell
Mrs. V,ictoria Wheel er
Mrs. ·E sther Kirkpatrick
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S-mith Rev,. Eugene Wiley
Mrs. James St11aruge
Mrs. Warren Wright
Mrs. Hia..watha Webb
Rev. & Mrs. R. A. Lewis Mr. James E. Stephens
Mr. & Mrs. John SingtletonMiss .Mma L. Williams
Miss Eddien-a Laster
Mrs. Pearl Shannon
Miss LuciJ.le Walker
Mrs. JwJ.ius Lash
Mrs. Douglas Starkey
Rev. & Mrs. Chiarles A.
Mrs. Florence Young
MI'S. Gracie Sutton
Lawson

We wish to thank our patrons, friends, local florists and everyone who helped in any way to make this program a success.

· The Melody Gospel Chorus
OF

St. Matthew A.M.E. Church
PRESENTS

Mrs. Eunice B. Fleming
lN RECITAL

ST. MATTHEW A.M.E. CHUROH

Sood,ay Afternoon, May 22, 1966.
3 P.M.

DR. C. D. REESE ACCOMPANIST

Patrons

Program
A.
I
Radamisto (1 72·0)

---------------------------------------- Handel
Schubert

Der T od Und Das M'adchem
Vi s,si D'ar,te Vissi d'Armore from Tosca

------------------------------ Puccini
Hue

} :ii' Plel\.lr.e un Teve' . ·--- ·-··-- ·-··-·--·

II
Nocturne from over ,vhe Rim of tihe Moon ----------------------------,--------------- Head
Surrurnertime from Por,g y am.d Bess

----------------------------- GertSlhwin

Chrristoiph er Ro;hin (Vesper)

Frazer

INTERMISSION

III
At tihe Piaino

------------------------------- Dr. C. D. Reese

IV
Spiritu a ls

I Want Jesus to Walk wi,tih me
Can't He do the Same fo' Me

------------------------------------------- Boatnier ✓-

------------------------------- smcl<land

Were you Th-e re ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- BIU:I'lleigih

Everytime I Feel the Spirit ---· ·· --------------------·--------- ------------------------------ Downs
S tan' Still Jordan -··· ·- ------ ·--·-··------ ----·----------------------------------------------- Burlei:gh

Our Sincere appreciation to our many friends for their Patronage in
helping to m,ake this effort a success

Floweris . -

G_
l\1rs. Mary Gillard
:Mr. J. W. Goldst.oin

CourtJe&y of Beckley Cut Floweir Co.

Mr. -a nd Mrs. James S . Ander.son
Mr. arnd Mr-s. Timo,thiy And!ersorn, Sr.
Mr. and Mr.s. Leroy Glenn
Mr,s. Newman T. Adams
Mr. Walter GHbert
Rev. and Mrs. Edwa;rd Abram
··· Mrs. S. A. Albrazm
H.
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Alllstin
Mr. a:nd Mrs. Jeffries Hill
Mrs . Pead Hodg,e
B.
Rev. and Mfrs. J. A. Higgin;bodham
Mr. C. E. Biiadsihaw
.Mr. ,a'IlJd Mrs . .Aibra:rn Hill
Mr. and Mr.s. Desoba Blaney
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Hu!?Jhes
Mir. and Mir,s. Bern±ce Booker
Miss LaUTa Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Brooks
Miss N aOIIIl!i Haill
Mr. and Mrs. James Braxton
Mr. and Mrs . Alv.aili Ha,'IIles
Mr. am,d Mrs. Glen, Boydein
and Mrs. 0 . C. Hemlbrick
Mr. and Mirs. Dav.id Butts
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Brooks
J.
Mrs. Lewis Berger
Mirs. Ca:llie Jordan
Mir,s. Ea:nma Barksdale
M,r. and Mns. Eddie J•anies
Mr. a,nd Mrs. Joe Jones
C.
Mrs. Helen Jones
Mr. and Mirs . James F. JOihnson, Sr.
Mir. OLarence Cash.
MT. and Mr,s. J. Murra:y Jeffries, S:r_
Mr. and Mrs. John CheatJwood
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones
Mir. and Mrs. Jaines Carter
:M!rs. Betty Graig
Mr. a:nd Mr-s. Willie Cross
K.
MID. aJnd Mrs. Nurnilly Cook
Mrs. Esther Kirkpa.trick
Mrs. Arrnainda Cbrilsti0lll
MT. and Mirs. Bernard Keaton
Mr. and Mrs. William ClaTk, J!I'.
Dr. and Mirs. Jerry Kopelman
Mr. and Mrs. D. D, Orawford
Miss Pauline C,la;r,k
L.
Mrs. Lettie Caldwell
M'iiss
Eddie!llJa
Laster
MT.s. Katlherme Cox
Mrs. Loi s Lewis
Mr.s. Elnora Croutihers
MT-s. I. S. Leece
Mrs. Octarvia Cox
Miss Mary Lacey

Mr:

D.
Mr. a,nd Mrs. Robert DolbSOIIl
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dolbson
MTS. Haze~ Dooms
M:r,s . Vio1a. Dubois

F.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Flippen
Mrs. G. W. Favors

M.
Mr. and M:rs. Charlie Moore
Mr.s. Iva Mattox
Rev. an,d Mr.s. C. 0 . Mitchell
Rev. 0. T . Moore
Mrs. Maggie MtcCla!nahan
Mr. E. C. Mw-pih,y
MT. and Mrs. Howard Moruroe
Miss filai,ne Moss
Miiss Doris Moirgian

Patrons (Contd.)
N.
M:rs. Frances Na'lllCe
Rev . .and Mrs. R. L. Nance

0.
Mrs. Oynthia Owen'S

P.
Mr. and Mxs. Fletcher Parker, Sr.
Mr,s, Florence Paige
Mr. -and M'l'is, James A. Page

R.
J

Mrs. Heririebta Riahlll'dson
M:r. airu:I Mrs. Ale~ander-Ross .
Mrs. G:ria,ce- B. Robialison
MT. and Mr,s. W. 0. Rioohie, Sr.
Mrs. Janice RJeed
Mr. Albert Rucker

Mirs. Ada Ro:binson

s.
Mr,s. Eve1yin Spr,adley
Mr.. Birll!es ,S,oott
M!r. Jaimes W. Scott
.Mr. Et11gene Schoolfield
Mr. and Mrs . Wifilaan E. Soott
M1rs. J,u:ainiiba Spr-adley
Mi, s. Vertina Stanks
Mr.s. DoU:glas Strurkey

\,

Mrs. Alberta Singley
. Mr. airu:I Mr.s. T\homas SilmpSIOJl, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ethe1ber,t Soott
Mr. and Mrs. J:aanes Strange
Mr. and Mrs . John Seay

T.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Terry
Mrs. Maiyme Tatum
Mr. Clifford Tygart
Mir,s. Louise Ta'Ylor
Mrs. Hettie Trent
Mrs. 01'lie Trotter

w.
·Mr.s. Bessie W,a tkins
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Waitlkins

MD. and Mr,s. S:imeon Warren
Mr. am:l Mm~. 0 . T. Wilket1SOJ1:
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wli:1S01111
Mr . and Mr,s, Ailfred Wrig)b,t, SI\.
Mrs. Victmia Wheeler
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Wrig)b,t
Llbtle Miss L'Tanya Wright
Mir. and Mrs. William W,n,ght
Mr. and 'M11s. Oscair WHSO([l

Y.
Mirs. Florence Young

·-.,
I

-~
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Sponsored by the
FAYETIE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL TEACHERS

I
;I

Ii
I
ii
~
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I
i

R. WAYNE HUGOBOOM

Tampa, Florida
GUEST DIRECTOR

A. L. Walker, Superintendent
Holly M. Kessler, Music Supervisor
Eunice B. Fleming, Chorus Chairman

MOUNT HOPE HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Mount Hope, West Virginia

SATURDAY, APRIL

2, 1966

. .#._ .

P'Log'Lam

/

I
Fanfare For A Festival

Nelson

0 Rejoice Ye Christians Loudly

Bach

He Watching Over Israel

Mendelssohn

II
Something Told the Wild Geese

i
Vance

Dis 01' Hammer

Hairston

Green Sleeves

Scott
Kjelson

I'm Goin' to Sing
INTERMISSION

III
Lift Thine Eyes

(Girls)

De Gospel Train

(Boys)

Mendelssohn
Cain

IV
Chim Chim Cher-ee

arr. Simeone

Gypsy in My Soul

Leyden
Britton-O'Hara

One World
C>C>C>C>C>C>C>C>

ACCOMPANISTS
Mary Jean Brady
Bill Claiborne
Johnny Ellison
Kathy Fowler
Joy Gillespie
Frances Kinley
Wilma Lanham
Jan Whanger

Mount Hope
Gauley Bridge
Ansted
Oak Hill
Lookout
Gauley Bridge
Montgomery
Fayetteville

':Fayette County Chows • Schools - !JJi~ecto~s and Studmts Pa\ticipating
ANSTED
Don Corda, Director
Sandra Skaggs
Linda Adkins
Angela Skaggs
Patsy Hart
Karen Kincaid
Nancy Arthur
Carol King
Earldine Workman
Linda Mullens
Karen Workman
Marilyn Wood
Karen Kessler
Kathy Kious
Linda Hundley
Debbie Skaggs
Elaine Morris
Carylon Kious
Jimmy Killen
Billy Preast
Melvin Stoder
Eddie Deligne
Jackie Harrah
Kelly Stotler
Lowell Hypes

GAUUY BRIDGf • continued

PAX • continued

James Warren, Direct. Joy Penn
Yvonne Smith
Frances Kinley
Gay Lynn Moon
Gladys Wade
Katherine Lacy
Regina Taylor
Katherine Anderson
David Lively
Kathy Hamilton
Kenneth Humphrey
Elaine Walker
Sandra Byars
Larry Maynor
Becky Bostic
Tommy Hughes
Winfred Smith
Mike Humphrey
Brenda Bounds
John Bowyer
Clarinda Withrow
Nancy Taylor
Larry Lane
Brenda Workman
Tracy Bailey
Nellie Legg
Carrye Watkins
Marian McCullough FAYETTEVILLE
Lia Vaglio, Director
MONTGOMERY
Bunny Adkins
Thelma Devidson, Dir. Carolyn Jackson
Linda Manns
Selma Gray
Emily Semon
Marvel Bass
Julia Buckley
Kay Tygrett
Gladys Smith
Kathryn Webb
Iris
Hopkins
COLLINS
Peggy Akers
Joyce Howery
Charlotte Cole, Direct. Wilma Lanham
Patricia Bennett
Linda Cordle
Kandy Kincaid
Shirley Howard
Levonia Wood
Jenefer Jarrett
Edita Nugen
Helena
Lipscomb
Brenda Miller
Judy Grose
Diana Brown
Clara Nugen
Nancy Kirk
Kathy Young
Carol Rakes
Donna Mimms
Nancy Pennington
Carla Twyman
Geraldine Barron
Brenda Allen
Mildred Rhodes
Kenny Fike
Jane Mathys
Sharon Smith
Ed Loudermilk
Marilyn Poff
Barbara
Vass
Connie Reader
Alice Williams
NUTTALL
Sally Allen
Susie Jasper
Blenda Workman
Kay Baker, Director
Brenda Jackson
Samuel Brown
Drema McKinney
Brenda Walton
Wayne Dent
Nancy Rakes
Judy Jones
Grey
Gray
Judy Richardson
Connie Redman
Mike Parsons
Leah Thomas
Wanda Hamrick
Sally Tully
Sharon Martin
Richard Spearen
.Charles Fox
Ann Martin
Carl Wilson
Rusty Hatcher
Josephine Dempsey
Terry Webb
Jim Young
Vickie Ellison
Robert Yarber
John Bays
Connie Humphrey
Pork Chop Boothe
Susan Ward
David Akers
Robert Burnside
Mozella Slaughter
Claude Bess
Ronald Calvert
Martin Tincher
Mark Caldwell
Roger Davis
Becky Lively
Jackson Carte
Terry Foster
Debbie Walton
Randy Ingram
Denver Corley
Calvin Kidd
Floyd Daniels
PAX
Charles Kidd
Steve Hoye
Bill Martin
Eunice FleminR, Dir.
Larry Lee
Mike Painter
Debra Davis
Paul Rakes
David Ma tthew
Jennifer
Dickerson
Mike Richards
Clarence Poore
Connie
Holley
Leon Roop
Henry Saunders
Geneva Spears
Mike Tompkins
Elaine Tyree
Charles Webb
Julia Thomas
Gail Turner
Gauley Bridge
Audrey Whitlow
J ames Warren, Direct. Dolly Champion
Rosetta Pate
Nancy Hansford
Brenda Salisbury
Carol Pushey
Judy Skaggs

MOUNT HOPE
Eunice Fleming, Dir.
Barbara Carter
Cynthia Kincaid
Joyce Hodge
Lydia Pugh
Nancy Stover
Joan Penman
Christie McNeely
Brenda Troitino
Sharon Fleming
Brenda Hymon
Trisha Gray
Mary Myrick
Mary Elliott
Elizabeth Underwood
Charlotte Mansfield
Delores Leonard
Lucile Page
Ellen Page
Rose Payne
Cheryl Stevens
Elaine Pryor
Patricia Perry
Gloria Brown
Jan Caye Gwinn
Michelle Spessard
Billy Brown
Charles Martin
Charles Nicholas
Charles McKinney
Lowell Cogar
Richard Stevens
Danny Blake
Pete Mobley
Frank Sanchez
Michael Fleming
Jesse Parker
Nathan Shelton
Phillip Ferrell
Buddy Walker
Ronald Stevens
Stewart Canada
Steve Lowe
Dedrick Taylor

ABOUT OUR GUEST DIRECTOR:
Our guest director for the 1966 Fayette County Choral Festival is
R. Wayne Hugoboom, Tampa, Florida, National Executive Secretary of the
American Choral Directors Association. A native of Wisconsin, Hugoboom
graduated from the University of Wisconsin with BM and MA degrees
and remained on the staff there until his departure from military service in
World War II. Returning to Europe he studied at the Conservatoire
Nationale de Parris and did his choral research with Mile Nadia Boulanger,
world-famed teacher; theory with Professor Anette Dieudonne, and piano
with Prof. Jean Batella.
In 1950 he became head of Choral Department of Marshall University; in 1958 at Manatee Junior College, Brandenton, Florida and 1960 at
the new University of South Florida, Tampa. After retiring in 1962, he
has devoted full time to the ACDA, and as conductor and clinician throughout the Eastern, Southern and Midwest United States. Has recently completed assignments in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, New York, North Dakota, Tennessee and South Carolina. This year's work includes Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia
(Fayette County) and Hawaii as well as guest conductor at the National
Convention of ACDA at Kansas City.

THANKS TO:
Mr. A. L. Walker, Mr. Holly M. Kessler a nd members of the Fayette County
Boa rd of Educa tion for sponsoring this year's festival
Mr. Ashby Allen, Faculty and Music Department of Mount Hope High School.
You have been a wonderful host.
PARENTS, PATRONS AND FRIENDS WHO SUPPORTED THIS FESTIVAL.

USHERS - STUDENT COUNCIL· Mount Hope High School - Mr. John Brady, Sponsor

FLOWERS - STAGE - CORSAGES
Courtesy of
ROSEMONT FLORAL CO.
410 E. Main Stree t
Oak Hill, W. Va.
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"It was like my back was against the wall ," said Bradlev. "I felt !ikr ·

.,-.1,or. ·'!!" Camecock guard Jamel Bradley was a wide-eyed freshman

co uld go out there and do so me things, but when I go r nn the court I " J,

"h" hoaswl impressive high school sta tistics. Bradley averaged 17.7

amazed at how athletic everyone was. That showed me thar I needc,:
work eve n hard er. "
\Xiith on ly a lack of strength and toughness preventing him fror.
breaking through as one of the SEC's top young shooters, Bradley step pn:

A

pnin1., . ',__\ rebounds and 6. 1 assists per game as a senior ar Woodrow
'-:\ -,I~,,, f {igh School. He led his ream to consecutive West Virginia AM state

,1-umrions hips and he earned honorable mention All-America honors. With
,h,,«· m llar numbers, Bradley was looking to make a qui ck impact at the col1':~'-Hr !,.._ cJ when he arrived at South Carolina last fall.
I {<>wc,·c r. he now reali zes that at that tim e he was unaware of the level
of c11111prri1ion rhat comes with Southeastern Conference basketball.

back and learned from Carolina great BJ McK.ie. - - -··-···
--------------"At first I tri ed to make things happen, but I lea rned that I needed r"
be patient and let the game come to me," said Bradley.
In his self-proclaimed "season of learn in g," Bradley played .1parsely, appl.'a r
ing in 23 games but logging just si.x minutes pc:
game. However, in that time he managed to dispL11·
some of his scoring ability. In the final 21 games,/
the season, of which he played in 19, Bradley sco r,'ll
51 points in only 110 minutes. That is, over the
course of a full 40-minuce game, an average of 18 .r,
points. So it was clear to Bradley and the coachc,
chat he could produce at the SEC leve l.
In fact, Bradley turned in a seaso n-best I J.
point effort at Alabam a in an eighr-poinr Can,lina loss.
Equ ipped with che knowl edge of wha t it rook
to be an effective player in th e SEC. Brad lev ded icared him.self rhi s past offseason ro grueling train ing sessions and countl ess hours in the gvm in an
effort to improve his strength and roughness.
"I rook it upon myself to get in rhe weird1t
room, to work as hard as I could and shoo, the
ball everyday to ge t better," said Bra<l lev. ·of
course, I sr ill need to and want to imp rove , but i
feel I made good progress this past offseason ··
Now Bradley is one of the elder statesmen ni,
Caroli na's youngest team ever and he reali ze, h,·
needs to increase hi s responsib ili ri es with the ream
"I defin itel y am going to have 10 step i, up rh,,
year, " sa id Bradley. "This team has ralen tcd pla1-cr,
and l need to be a good ro le player on th e CO \lrt. ··
Brad ley i.1 being asked to handlt duric,

.i:

both guard spots again thi s year, so111etl11n~ k
welcom es.
" l am 1rying ro learn th e on e an d 11\"f", a1 :he
same rime. beca use I want to do 1d1 atn T1 I i:.,·. ,·
to

in order ro help my team win _··
He is co nvinced that he and hi, 1c:;111111 .11.-,

will turn

,0 111 e

head., thi s winter.
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Alreru~y a11 exrell,·111 perimeter shoote,; Bradlev spc11 r countless hours i11 th e we<i;hr room during the
ojfse11sn11 i11 ,1 11 ejfi1rl to increase his strengrh rr,I{/ physical toughness ro co111plcre his game.

Corn,dering th e work Bradb· an d Im 1e.1rn
mare, l1;11·,· pu1 in rh is preseason. 1h:i 1 ,h ,·, ,!i,·
cnrn e a.s n,1 .s urprise at al l.

1Eb.en.e5.er ~aptist <tr4urr4
iReu. Nelaon t!J. ~taplca 111. l!laator
1J!. m. i!il11ne11. Q!IJairmun. i!ioarb of meacona
770 So uth Fayette Street
Beckley, West Virginia 25801
Pastor's Home

Church Offi ce

253-1784

252 -488 1

Dec. 20, 1979

Mrs. Eunice Fleming
228 Main St.
Mount Hope, W. Va. 25880
Dear Sister Fleming:
The pastor, choirs and members of Ebenezer Baptist Church thank
you for your generosity in rendering your services for our Christmas
Worship Service on Dec . 16.
Without your performance, our service would not have been as
meaningful and attractive as it was. We thank God for people like you
who are very talented and who take the time to share that talent in the
church.
As a small token of our appreciation you will be receiving a
Christmas gift from us.
May ~od continue to bless you and keep you.
a very happy holiday season.

We wish you and yours

Sincerely yours,

EBENEZER BAPTIST CHURCH

/~s~ :s·1c:.p lc
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3

Rev. Nel son Staples III,
Pastor
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'JI atfields' Premiers With Distinguished Guests
!11 one of the more pec1ceful
!T! ,, r11,:11ts during the performan ce of Hatfields and
McCoys . both sides pause in
the town SljUJrc on election
d;iy (top photo) . TI1e classic
m c;unta in feud between the
two fighti ng families can be

---:7-; ·s.
1

;5

viewed
at
the
Cliffside ' Celebraties on hand for the Devil
Anse,
and
P;11il
Amphitheatre at Grandview premier
performances
of
McCloskey, (Republican ConState Park under the artful Hatfields and McCoys were gressman from California).
direction of David Bray. Willis Hatfield (left), son of (Post-Herald Photos)
.. - -- -·•·'-·""·--··~···-····-·"·~·····•···--·····••.•.-w-•········
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Eunice Fleming Named
To Chorus Of Honey
Soprano Eunice Fleming· will
again sin~ with the 16 member
"Honey m the Rock" chorus
when the eighth season opens
June 22 at Cliffside Amphitheatre, Grandview State Park.
Mrs. Fleming will be performing for the fourth summer in the
musical production which tells
of mountaineers who fought for
freedom more than a century
ago. A music teacher at Mount
Hope High School and Pax
school for a number of years,
Mrs. Fleming is well known as
a vocalist in southern West
Virginia.
She has performed for political rallies in Fayette and Kanawha counties and given concerts in several cities. She was
graduated from Du Bois High
School, received her bachelor of
arts degree in music from Bluefield State College, her masters degree from Marshall University and has studied at West
EUNICE FLEMING
Virginia University and the Uni- 1•n 1 , n"M .. - M ~ ,_ " - ··
versity of Michigan.
"" '
The mother of two children, ,
Sharon and Kenneth Michael, ,
she lives at 228 Main St., Mount
Hope.
I
This summer "Honey" shows
nightly,
except
Mondays, '.
through Sept. 1.
I
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During Black History Month;_ ~fount ~oiie High
honored retired black teachers· from the community
who were graduates of ·the former Dubois High
School and teachers in Mount Hope schools. The
program included an introduction by Kathleen
Scott, readings by Monique Kenney and N eeko
Bradford, and biographies of those honored given by
Dante Scruggs, Stephen Leonard, Michelle Young
and Lawrence Evans. George Ward, principal of
MHHS, made presentations to the ladies following a
musical solo by Aleise Watkins. Honored guests pictured with the director of the program were (1-r):
Kathleen Scott; Blonzetta Walker, Aleise Watkins
and Eunice Fleming.

